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_S tud_e nts protest tuition hikes
Student sit-in
•
IS big success

· The
Student
Government
Association sponsored
a sit-In protesting the
proposed
tuition
Increases
by
the
Council
on
Higher
Education.
(Right)
Denise
Brockman ,
sophomore elementary
education major from
Sheeboygan, Wis., gets
John Moore, graduate
student from Carmi, Ill.,
to sign a petition.
(Below, from left) James
Morrow,
Melinda
Pierson, Jeff Alford,
Kenneth Fray, Stacey
Rigg, Jon Vonkaenal
and Brian Thornton sit
In front of the Industry
and
Technology
Building to m~ke their
statement to the CH E.

B~ KELL:Y
News Editor

Mellow tunes, sodas and
cookie s made Wednesday's
sit-in seem more like a social
event than a protest against
proposed tuition increases.
But with 1,111 signatures on
petitions against the hikes,
the rally appeared successful.
The student government·
associations
of
state
universities sponsored sit-ins
Wednesday to protest the
increases which the Council
on Higher Education will
consider at its meeting
Monday in Lexington.
Murray State University
students gathered from 11
a .m . to 1 p.m . between the
Curris Center and Martha
Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology.
The student showing ebbed
'tl;p.d flowed duri~g the two
hours, with in-between class
times proving the most active.
Refreshments provided by
Racer Food Services helped
take participants' minds off
cold air and bi~ ~
About 45 minutes into the
event, Brian Van Horn, MSU
student government president
informed the crowd of details
concerning the 5.3 percent
proposed increase for Murray
State during the 1994-95
academic year.
"It's always been said that

Pllotl by JUO COOK

I

Tuition Hike
The Council on Higher
Education will discuss the
following proposed
undergradua)e tu~K:>n
increases for 1994-95 at its
Nov.8 meeting:

11 .2% ($11 O~er semester)
• Regional lvereltles

Graphic by DENISE NUll

there's a partnership between
us -the students - and the
state," he said. "I don't think
we ought to be paying more
when the state is paying less
on a yearly basis. It's not an
equal fight."
Van Hom also argued that
Witl{>the goftl'!lor• plan to
restructure higher education,
the proposed funds may not ·
be necessary.
In February, the Council
changed the policy of

Please see PROTEST
Page 17

Harsh··t imes

Tuition
still lower
t h an U.S.
.a verage

Students face tough decisions
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Aasltant News Editor

tuition and the best preveterinary medicine program
of the colleges she was
considering.
With no financial assistance
from her faDlny, Little said she
struggles to pay tuition, buy
books and live by working two
jobs during the semester and
three jobs in Florida during
Christmas and summer
breaks. At the same time, she
is taking a 19-hour course
load.

If the tuition hammer strikes
the nail too hard this time,
some Murray State University
students may find themselves
seeking
alternative
educational institutions or
none at all for the 1994-95
academic year.
The Kentucky Council on
Higher Education's proposed
5.3 percent tuition increase for
regional colleges like Murray
State may prevent Marl Little
She said she receives
from returning to MSU.
minimal grant monies because
Little , sophomore pre- of her father's high income,
veterinary medicine major and she can only get certain
from Braden. Fla .• said the amounts of loans. However.
more tuition increases, the she said her father "refuses to
more likely she will be forced pay" her tuition.
to drop out of school.
Sherri Gibson, senior
She said if tuition hikes are
too steep, she will not be able
to continue her education.
Please see DECISIONS
She chose Murray State
Page 17
because it had the lowest

Staff Report

The Council on Higher
Education has had a tuition
setting policy in Kentucky
since 1982-83 which considers
tuition rates at comparable
(benchmark) institutions in
surrounding states.
This is how Kentucky
compared to surrounding
states in tuition and fee costs
in 1991-92:
• Illinois- $2,567
• Indiana - $2.243
• Kentucky- $1,574
• Missouri - $1,953
• Ohio - $2,841
• Tennessee - $1,586
• Virginia- $3,026
• West Virginia- $1,625
• U.S. average- $2,119
Source : The Chronicle of Higher
Education

~_A_C_L_O_SE_R_L_O_O_K__,

State Funding

Living off campus

Although the Council on
Higher Education is proposing to
increase student-generated
funds, Kentucky state allocations
actually declined last year while
those of surrounding states
increased. Comparison of the
increase in student-generated
funds in Kentucky and
surrounding state's for last year:

Moving out of the residence halls is a goal
many students strive to achieve . The lure of
freedom and greater privacy attracts many
prospective student renters.
Students need to know all the facts before
signin9 their lease, including knowing what a
lease IS.
Inside, The Murray State News takes a
closer look at living off campus.
Stories on page 5

Saurce: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EOUCAnON

MENSER

Graphic by NOLAN B. PATION

Spring scheduling
Although this semester is only at
the midpoint, it is time to start thinking
about next semester. Scheduling Is
just around the corner, so students
need to begin thinking of the classes
they want to take.
Students can pick up spring
schedule books in the Curris Center
and the Registration office on the
second floor of Sparks Hall.
Students can begin meeting with
advisers Nov. 8 , to work out trial
schedules.
Scheduling begins Nov. 15 In the
small ballroom of the Curris Center.
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BULLETIN BOARD
Date change
The Murray State University Counseling and Testing Center
has announced a change of date for the GED test.
The test, which was originally scheduled for Tuesday, Dec. 7.
and Wednesday, Dec. 8, has been rescheduled for Tuesday, Nov.
30. and Wednesday, Dec. 1. Testing will begin at 8 a .m .. in
Ordway Hall on the Murray State campus.

Quarter horse show
Approximately 200 competitors are expected to participate in a
registered quarter horse show Nov. 5 to Nov. 7 at Murray State
University's West Kentucky Exposition Center. The show is
sponsored by the American Quarter Horse Association.
Barrel racing will.headline the show when it opens at 7 p.m.
Nov. 5. A total of79 classes will be featured throughout the
three-day event which continues at 8 a.m. on Nov. 6 and 7. Other
classes include competition in showmanship, halter, trail, westem pleasure, reigning, poles and roping events.
Additional information may be obtained by calling Cindy
Johnson at 965-4788 or 965-3805.

The concept of "Communicating Across the Curriculum" is
encouraged for two reasons: because it demands students to use
writing and speaking skills which they use in real world jobs and
because it promotes learning, Malinauskas said. While som e students can listen to a lecture and retain the details, Malinau skas
said other students benefit most when collaborative and a ctive
learning strategies are used within the classroom as motivators.
Thirty-two Murray State faculty members have participated in
the workshops since the program began in the fall of 1992.

Senior exhibit
Vance W. Farrow Jr. of Radcliff, a bachelor of fine arts candidate with an emphasis in drawing at Murray State University's
department of art, will present his senior exhibit in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine .Arts Center on Murray
State campus from Nov. 11 - 14.
Farrow's exhibit, titled "Drawings," features 16 drawings done
in graphite and other media completed during his undergraduate
studies.
The opening reception for Farrow's exhibit is Sunday from 2 to
3 p.m . in the upper level of the Eagle Gallery. Gallery hours are
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 8 a .m. to 6 p.m. , Saturday
from 10 a .m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 6
• Volleyball - Racer Volleyball vs. Southern Mississippi In Racer
Arena.
• Reception - Student Government Association Family Weekend
Reception, 11 a.m. In the Currls Center.
• Concert • George Jones in concert, 8 p.m. In Racer Arena.
• Football • Racer Football vs. Monthead, 1:30 p.m. in Stewart
Stadium.

Sunday, Nov. 7
• Recital - Faculty recital, 8 p.m. In Farrell Aecttal Hall.

Tuesday, Nov. 9

College Night

Members of Murray State University's school relations office
will be on hand from 6:30 to 9 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 9, at the
Paducah Regional College Fair at the Executive Inn.
Alison Marshall, assistant director of school r elations at
Murray State, said interested high school seniors may obtain
information about admission standards and financial aid. In
addition, several members of Murray State's faculty will also be
on hand to answer questions about various programs offered at
Murray State.

Members of Murray State University's faculty and school relations office will attend Marshall County College Night, beginning
at 6 p .m ., Monday, Nov. 8.
Alison Marshall, assistant director of school relations, said faculty members from the various colleges at Murray State will be
on hand to answer questions for interested students. She said
Murray State is one of many universities invited to College
Night, sponsored by Marshall County High.
Marshall said interested high school senior s will have the
opportunity to pick up general information about Murray State
as well as ita admissions standards and financial aid policies.
Murray State bas once again been listed in the top quartile of
southern regional and liberal arts universities by "U.S. News
and World Report."

Workshop

Grant

A two-day workshop, dealing with the "Communicating Across
the Curriculum," program will be presented at Murray State on
Friday from 6 to 9 p .m . and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., as
well as Nov. 12 from 6 to 9 p.m . and Nov. 13 from 9 a .m . to 5
p.m.
. Barbara Malinauskas, associate director of "Commwrlcating
Across the Curriculum," said the program focuses on the first
characteristic of a Murray State graduate. University graduates
should be able to "engage in mature, independent thought and
express that thought effectively in oral and written communication."

n Implementation Grant from the Kentucky Department of

Regional College Fair

Friday, Nov. 5
• Program- Honors Day Program for distinguished black High school
students, for more Information call 762-3225.
• Horse Show - AQHA Horse Show at the Expo Center (through
11/07).
• Contest - Mr. MSU Contest, 7:30 p.m. In Lovett Audttorium.

• Fair .. Study Abroad Fair, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. In Curris Center Dance
lounge. Call 762-4152 for more Information.
• Lecture - ISO 9000 Presentation and Buslneess and Public Affairs
Distinguished l ecture. Workshop seS&Ions begin at 3 p.m. and continue throughout the afternoon In the Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology. For more Information call762-4190 or 762·
4220.
• Workshop - Regional Trombone Worklhop In Wrather Museum.
• Recital - Faculty Recital, 8 p.m. In FaiTIII Recital Hall.
• Auction- Alpha Epsilon Rho TV Auction on TV 11 (through 11111).
• Movie- •Poetic Justice," 9:30 p.m. In Currls Center Theater.

~ednesday,Nov. 10
• Movie- "Poetic Justice," 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Currls Cemer Theater.
• Opera - •Hansel and Gretel," 8 p.m. In Johnson Theater.
• Information · Ask-A-Nurse, 11 :30 a.m.ln Currls Center.
• lecture - •Food and Fantasy," a discussion dealing with eating dis·
orders, 4 to 5:30 p.m. in Elizabeth Hall main lobby. Call 762-3016 for
more Information.
• Aaembly - All greek assembly, 7 p.m. In Lovett Auditorium.

Murray State University was recently awarded $39,000 Phase

Thursday, Nov. 11
• Opera - •Hansel and Gretel," 8 p.m. In Johnson Theater.
• Football- Racer Football vs. Tennessee State, 7 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium.
• Reception • "Momingstar/Thacker Exlbltlon" reception, 7 p.m. In
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
• Bazaar- Craft Bazaar, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. In Currls Cerrter.
• lecture - •Marl< Twain" A reminiscence by Bob Valentine. Call 759·
1752 tor men lnfonnation.
• Concert • Music Department Jazz Concert, 8 p.m. In Currls Center
large ballroom.

E ducation. Sue Gifford, assistant professor in elementary and
secondary education, said the grant will be used to develop and
implement a teacher preparation program in Interdisciplinary
Early Childhood Education.
Gifford said Murray State will benefit if the program is enacted, because the University would then have the opportunity to
prepare teachers to work with children in early childcare inter·
~ention programs.
.a

Brent" Hot Legs" Mayabb

....

in the
Mr.MSU
Pageant

- MSU Honors Program ____
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Tuesday- 9 p.m.
Wednesday-7:30&9p.m.
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Former student killed, two
injured in vehicle a~cident
Staff Report

Employees at Murray State University Food Services not only
serve the masses here on campus, but also can be contracted
to cater various events In the community.

MSU 'caters' to

A former Murray State University
student was killed and two current
students were injured in a one-vehicle
traffic accident Sunday morning near
Dover, Tenn.

major from Murray, and Christy Elliot,
irregular student in Spanish and nursing
from Owensboro, were transported to
Clarksville Memorial Hospital and later
moved to Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville.

Darren M. Foster, 21, of Murray, was
driving westbound on U.S. Hwy. 79 when
he veered the vehicle from the road and
overturned at approximately 3 a.m. Foster
was killed immediately.

Elliot sustained back, neck and jaw
injuries and is in the neurological
intensive care unit at Vanderb ilt.
Henninger was treated for a broken neck
and released Wednesday.

Elizabeth Henninger, senior Spanish

Foster, a Navy veteran, had been a

off-campus needs
By ANGELA SCHADE
~w~

'

Murray State University not only provides an education for
young people, but it has also been in the catering business for
about 30 years.
Terri Benton food service catering manager, said that food
services has a ;pecial catering staff. They have catered dinners,
weddings and receptions for businesses in town, she said.
The catering staff consists of four full-time employees, one
part-time employee and 10 student workers, Benton said.
"We are constantly busy," she said. "We cater the banquets on
campus and everything that goes on in the Currie Center."
The catering service is included in the Thoroughbred Room's
budget, so the money made goes to food services, Benton said.
"The catering service's rates are about the same as others, but
we want people to keep in mind that we are staffed
professionally and it is a full-l.i:ne catering service," Benton said.
The service has a catering manual which lists the food and
prices, Benton said. People can use this as a guide to help them
choose what they want.

Racer Patrol officer and was employed by
Domino's Pizza and Save-a-Lot Grocery.
The son of Vincent and Vanessa Shinault,
lie has two sisters and one brother, all of
Murray.
Fost er's funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Chu rch. Bu rial will Collow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home
from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Honorable high schoolers to visit
Staff Report

The Office of African-American
Recruitment and Retention at Murray
State University will sponsor the ninth
annual Honors Day for black high school
students Friday and Saturday.
·
Doris Clark, coordinator of the oftiee,
said 150 students, parents and
counselors from the four-state region are
expected to attend the event to obtain
information about Mu.nay State.
Clark said counselors at nearly 500
high schools were asked by Murray
State's Office of African-American
Recruitment' and Retention to send

names of qua.lifyi:rlg students who have a
minimum 2.8 grade:-pqint average~ rank
in the top third of their cla~s and
exemplify outstanding leadership.
Students must ·tilso p.rovide a letter.,of.
recomme:iuiation.
~ ·
·'
Establish ed at MSU in 1984,
has
continued to be one of the finest honors ·
day programs for African-American.
students in Kentucky and surrounding
states:' Clark said.
Clark said students will have
opportunities Friday to meet with
faculty members, attend workshops and
tour the MSU campus. An essay writing.

"'t

co,ntest will be held befare lun~
Also, packets containing applications
for lJ(:holarships will be distributed.
A student panel diiCUssion will be
held to in form prospective stu!ents
about MBU and how to be successful in
college. J ohnny MeDoagal, direCtor of
MSU student financial aid, will hold a
financial aid and echOlanhip workshop.
A banquet will be heW to recognize the
essay writing con teat winner and
current recipients of the Mills
Scholarship. Clark said Marvin Mills,
the echolarabip's nametake, will a1.eo be
pl'e8ent.
·

Students, have your parents take you out for dinner
--------------at--------------

Alpha

AUGUST MOON

Delta

Chinese Restaurant
O lympic Plaza • 759-4653

60

YEARS ON TJ1E SQUARE

Free egg roll or soup with Dinner Entre
expires 11-7-93

"A TASTE OF HOME COOKIN'"

...

104 S. 5th St.
(S02) 753--1632

our parents!

~

IJWQi
DAILY 11 A M. - 2:~ P.M.

L We love you!~

wmEI

MONDAY- THURSDAY 4:30 P.M. - 9 P.M.
FRIDAY- SAlURDAY 4:30P.M. 10 P.M.

Friday, Nov. 5 ·
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
$5 Adults
$3 With MSU I. D.
Children 10 &under free

• ~I proceeds beQefit t~e ~~ritis Researc~ fouqdatioQ •
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Tuition increases
warrant explanation

GtJNIVA SPEND DVH CASH
tJN BEFoRE }ldU RAIS£

The Council on Higher Education has had a
tuition setting policy since 1982. This year the
Council is proposing that the tuition for the 199495 academic year be increased. For regional
universities, which includes Murray State, the
tuition increase would be 5.3 percent, or $80
extra per year.
Tuition increases of any kind,
needless to say, are not very popular with the
average college student. However, we do realize
that at times there may be a genuine need for
them.
.
What we are asking for is justification of this
proposed increase.
Why was it proposed? Where would this money
be going? Would the quality of our education be
improved? How would this be done?
We would probably be more willing to suffer
through a tuition increase if we were told upfront
how it was to be used and how it would truly
affect us as students.
Not only would this process be appreciated, it
would be slightly more sensible than just asking
us to fork over the money without any
explanation as to how it would be utilized.
At this point the Council does not even know
what type of restructuring will happen in higher
education institutions. Therefore, how can it give
such a specific number for the proposed increase?
It is not possible to know where we are going
until we first know where we are at.

/)UH ltl/n()N

cosrs!

Witnesses of vandalism
should report criminals
Throughout the past month there have been
more than 20 cases .of vehicle vandalism on' or
near campus. The incidents have all been similar
in nature. They have involved windows being
broken out and several of the cases have occurred
in the parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Chances are the vandalism is being repeated by
the same person or persons.
The only ways to stop this senseless vandalism
are to either catch the people responsible for it or
let them be fearful that they will be caught.
Most of us have been taught that it is not cool
to snitch on a person, but if you know of or see
anyone who is involved in this onslaught of
vandalism, do not be afraid to turn him or her in.
You may think it is uncool to tell on someone,
but it will be even more uncool to be this person's
next victim. Besides, it may save you money in
the long run.
1

·111 WilsouHall
2609 Univereity Station
Murray State University
Muqay, Kentucky 42071·8308
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Commentary

Harewood
promotes
homosexuality
appreciation

A few weeks ago I had the
honor of serving on a panel for
multicultural diversity.
Among the many groups
represented on that panel
were a white lesbian couple
and 1 black gay man.
As I sat listening to the
questions posed by the
audience about homoeexuality
and the discussiona by the
three respondents, I could not
help but question my own
acceptance ofhomoeexuality.
Am I as accepting of gays
and lesbians as I should be?
What if my roommate were
gay? Could I live in the same
room with him? What ifI
found out that one of my very
good friends was gay? Would I
treat him or her the same
way?
One question I asked myself
tho\Jih, (and one that we all
need to ask ourselves) is:
what ie wrong with
homoaexuality?
I poeed that question to the
infamous preacher who comes
to campus at least once a year,
Brother Jim.
His response was
interesting. "The Bible says in
Leviticus 20:13 'If a man lieth
with mankind as he lieth with
a woman, both of them have
committed abomination; they
ahall therefore be put to
death'."
Growing up in a Christian
Dear Editor:
plus students to schools. Student teaching household, I have always
All of us are proud of the award winning supervision in schools and supervision of heard that quotation. Today,
Murray State News. However, the Oct. 15 front student inte:rna in human service agencies are as the tides turn, we are asked
in addition to those "hidden hours.,. On top of to forget about the teachings
page contained some unfortunate errors.
The bar graph showing course offerings by that, faculty have voluntarily given hours and in the Bible and accept that
college was visually misleading. The numbers days to attend or provide Kentucky Education gays are normal human beings
show that the College of Education, with 167 Reform Act training in the region and just like the rest of us. That is
courses was the second highest. However, the throughout the state. The College of Education
black bar for the College of Education was the faculty have shown exceptional commitment to indeed causing some
controversy.
shortest of all in the graphics. Visual perception students and to school services.
In their quest for equal right
in graphics is of\en more powerful than the
It is commendable that the graphics did show
all faculty at Murray State University are very and privileges, homosexuals
small numbers presented.
Therefore, on behalf of the faculty in the productive, which other institutions cannot claim that their plights are
similar to those of blacks, Jews
College of Education, I want to call your error to claim. For that information, I thank you.
the attention of your readers.
Oh, by the way, the subhead on the lead and Asian-Americans.
It is even more important for your readers to article was also incorrect. MSU is not among
Blaclte strongly deny this. ,
know that the classroom time for the 167 the top 25 institutions. We are in the top 25 While noting that they were
courses does not tell the whole story of the percent of institutions in the South - again born black, they believe
· heavy faculty load in the College of Education. thanks to dedicated faculty.
homoae:mality is a choeen way
For each undergraduate course there is a
Jan Weaver, Dean
oflife ·you can choose to be
II}Udden" faculty load of visits to supervise and
College ofEducation
gay, you do not choose to be
accompany, every day of the week, some 1600
black, they affirm.
HOIVever, to some gays,
bein( gay is the way they were
born. not a personal lifestyle
choice.
A -.aluable point made by
one c the two lesbian
panelists was that people need
to dlfelop acceptance of people
who are dift'erent, not just
tolemte them.
OnMSU's campus there is a
large gay community which
prefS"B to stay in the cloeet,
said Robext Allen, adviser to
the uow non-eDstent
Altemative Voice.
Allen believes it ie necessary
that we clear up certain myths
aboul homosexuals.
Myth: All gays are
promilcuous.
Fad: Most gays practice
monoca.mous relationships.
Myth: All gays are after
every man and all lesbians are
after every woman.
Fact: Most gays prefer to
stay in monogamous
relationships.
Myth: All gay men and
women sexually abuse little
Jason Messamore
Whitney Steele
boys and girls.
Meredith Julian
Freshman
Junior'
Fact: Gays and lesbians are
Sophomore
"Yes! A person's sexual
more interested in adults.
"Yes! They are humans so they preference or orientation
Myth: Gays and lesbians all
''Yesl If they love their
should have the right to have doesn't have anything to do
have
AIDS.
children, they would love them
children just like any other with how good of a parent he
Fact:
Heterosexuals have
the same way a straight couple
couple."
or she will be.''
AIDS too.
could."

Dean of Education explains
misleading graphic figures

,....------------S-----N-----The Murray
tate ews

TERRY
HAREWOOD
Guest

CAMPUS VIEWS

Do you think gays should be allowed to adopt?
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By Jenny Wohlleb

Renting property takes work Owners, tenants
Students need to consider all aspects involved in the decision
Think moving off campus is
as easy as finding an
apartment? Many students do
not realize how many factors
there are to consider before
making that big move. ·
Moving into an apartment
means leases, deposits,
monthly rent, grocery shopping
and utilities to pay. It also
means cleaning, making basic
repairs and and thinking about
safety.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said students need to
make an informed decision
abo:Ut moving off-campus.

living on campus

living off campus

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

location
higher involvement
resources
computer rooms
weight rooms

On campus
Source: MIU HEWI RESEARCH

it is and if something
unexpected happens, how
much
notice does the renter
Students need to be
have
to
give before moving
knowledgeable about leases.
out," Harrington said. "You
Webster's Dictionary defmes should look at responsibility
a lease as a contract for the for repairs. What happens if
temporary use or occupation of
the lease has to be terminated
property or premises in
early?"
exchange for rent or payment.
Loretta Jobs, principle
A lease states what the
broker
and owner of Century
renter and the property owner
21,
said
renters should have a
can legally expect from one
property
condition report.
another: It includes the length
ofti.me the renter will be using
"The renter walks through
the proPerty.
with the property manager
-riley need to read anything with a check list," she said.
they sign and understand all of •Look over everything and
make sure all the bad things
the conditions," Hulick said.
are
noted so you won't be held
David Harrington, county
responsible
for them."
attorney, said renters should
get a si>ecific lease.
She also said renters should
"The terms of the lease get a copy of everything they
should say what the length of sign.

~.!.eases

.

Sec. 805. (a) In General.-It shall be unlRwful

for any person or other entity whose business
includes engaging in residential real-estate-relatt:4
transactions to discrimiMte against any person in
making available such a transaction, or in the terms
or conditions of such a transaction, because of race,
color, religion, sex, handicap, fanu1iar status, or
Mtional origin.

...I

GniP'te 'f I UD McCLAIN

Additional
considerations
Hulick said students also
need to consider safety. She
said students should check all
of the locks on doors and
windows, where the property is
located and if the area is welllit.
She said students do not
always consider the amount of
money involved in moving off
campus.
"They think the rent is cheap
and they hear that the utilities
are cheap," she said. *They
don't consider all the deposits
there are for utilities and
phone. There are also groceries
to pay for and other costs.•
Hulick said students still
experience roommate problems

Hulick said most students
are happy with their decision,
but if not, it is poeeible to move
back into the residence halls
during the year if space is
available.
Don Robertson, associate
vice president of student
affairs, said most students do
not move back to campus, but
White Hall has helped those
who do because of the private
rooms and relaxed visitation.
He said national research
shows students who live on
campus have higher grades
and are more involved in
campus activities.
"The advantages of living on
campus, of course, we feel are
very significant," he said. "We
feel there's a lot of educational
value because of the
programming that occurs and
the opportunity to be right
here on campus and to
experience college life."

both have rights
Every building in Murray
David Harrington, county
must
reach
certain attorney, said he has
standards set by the city received calls from both
before receiving approval for landlords and tenants.
people to live in it.
*It's usually nothing
Artie Haneline, Murray criminal," he said. "There are
city fire marshall, said there civil remedies. You rent on
are city ordinances that state the condition that the place
what is acceptable. The is habitable. Tenants have
ordinances involve minimum the right to make demands
standards. Some of the of landlords."
criteria set by ordinances
Haneline said renters do
include:
have a form of recourse if
• Plumbing
they are having problems
• Bathrooms must have with the property owners.
plumbing attached to septic
He said if someone makes
tanks
a complaint to him, he will
• Bedrooms must be a contact the owner first. If the
certain size
~ 1 repairs are still not made at
• Windows need screens
that point, proceedings tum
There is also a Kentucky more aerious.
ordinance which states a
"Tenants can file for a
complex with three or more hearing before an appeals
rental units should have board/' he said. "The board
smoke detectors in each unit. hean both sides and then
The owner is responsible for decides if the repairs should
providing smoke detectors.
be made, or they work out
Currently, there are no another solution."
city ordinances dealing
He said if the damages are
specifically with single still not repaired after the
dwelling rental property. hearing, the tenant can file a
This is why it is important lawnit which could involve
for students to have a a £ina for the owner.
detailed lease with their
Haneline said the city is
landlord, to avoid problems.
trying
to create more
In most cases, Haneline
ordinances so it can upgrade
said,
landlords
are
conscientious about making the rental property in
repairs, but occasionally Murray and have more tools
to use with property owners.
problems arise.

Leaving campus could hold surprises

Fair Housing Act

SOURCE: U.S.STATUEJATLAR6E

more space
Increased privacy
greater freedom
kitchen facilities

even though there is more
privacy.
-rb.ere are different kinds of
problems," she said. "There are
problems
over
food.
Roommates will go shopping
together and split the cost ...
but one person will have a
bigger appetite than. the other
and eat more.
•There are also problems
with who they bring in the
apartment and at what hours."

&,.,hie lly DEJIII£ NUU

As the headline says, living
off campus is not as easy, or as
great, as it may seem.
I like to think I have the
perspective to be an authority

on the subject. My first two
years here at MSU, I lived in
the residence halls. After that,
I decided I was ready to move
off campus.
What could be better? I
would have my own apartment
and yes, I would regain the
privacy I had lost for two years
by sharing one little room with

face it, I have discovered I am
not the domestic type.
I have also discovered it is
more expensive than I
planned. I figured since the
JENNY
rent
and the utlities were
WOHLLEB
cheap
and I would not have to
Editor
pay
for
a meal plan, I had it
In
made as far as money goes.
Chief
I did not figure in the costs of
another person.
deposits for the apartment,
I could cook for myself and I utilities, phone bills, cable bills
would not have to eat on and any other little things that
campus (which now does not pop up, like things that break
seem eo bad after trying to feed and landlords who are slow
myself this semester). Let's about fixing them.

A closer look at issues in the news

I do not have the opportunity
to see many people now as
walking across campus was a
social event. Since I am
usually slaving away here in
the office, I do not get the
chance to get out on campus as
I would like to.
Do not get me wrong, I eJ\ioy
living in my own place, but it is
more than I bargained for. I
hope anyone considering
moving off campus researches
the subject well and knows
everything that comes with the
deal, including the headaches.
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MSU looks beyond Murray

Jlavertise your fiofiaay speciafs in

University takes part in global village

The Murray State Ne ws.

"'We are a little
more removed here in
Western Kentucky, but we
still share many culture
bases with the rest of the
world," Brockway said.
"This is a way to become
more involved in what's
happening in the world.
"'It gets you out of a
provincial mode and into a global mode,"
he said.
Brockway said it is often difficult to get
students interested in international
culture. However, he said they may find
themselves coping with people of other
nationalities sooner than they think. He
named General Tire, Toyota and a number
of plants in Calvert City - all now owned
by foreign rums - as examples of the
global village close to home.

ByE.LGOLD
Staff Writer

The Earth is shrinking.
Now more than ever,
modern communications
and
transportation
technologies are linking
the lives of Kentuckians
Lito pn1vtdtd by Ctnttr ler lnttmttiOMI Protrt•
with those of their
neighbors across town or
offer a uniform theme for administrators.
around the world. No longer can the
"We're doing a lot of things on campus,"
students of Murray State University
Brockway
said. "Bu t they tend to be
nestle down into their homes and expect
fragmented.
This will unify them under
the world to cater to their every whim.
one
logo."
Like it or not, they are swiftly becoming
The logo, which was designed for the
citizens of a "global village."
Gary Brockway, professor of business Center for International Programs, will be
and marketing, is trying to ease that made available to all University
departments to identify those progr ams
transition.
"If you think you can ignore these with international appeal.
things, you're li:vi.ng in a dream," he said.
"You've got to come out of your cocoon Murray State's involvement
Some of the programs to be included in Student reaction
sometime."
the
global village strategy are the
"I brought the logo into my classes and
Brockway was instrumental in the
recent development of a new intercultural international studies minor, study abroad, ·their typical reaction was, 'Who cares?'"
student and faculty exchange programs Brockway said. aBut these things are
marketing strategy for the University.
Its slogan is "Experience the Global and on-campus events such as Cinem a impacting their lives," he said.
International and the I nternational
The University tries to teach students
Village."
Student Organization's inter national the value of intercultural education, but it
Defining the "global village"
bazaar and ball.
could do more, Brockway said.
Brockway said he hopes the logo will
Brockway said the global village concept
"That's in part the reason for the logo
is an effort to coordinate the diverse encourage students and faculty to and slogan - to promote the overall
intercultural opportunities available to participate in activities that will broaden awareness and importance of the
Murray State students and faculty and their perspectives.
international programs," he said.

Murray State university

Study abroad fair to highlight programs offered
By PAM DIXON
Staff Writer

For the first time, the
various international programs
sponsored by Murray State
University will unite for a
Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 9
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Currie Center lounge on the
second floor.
Sponsored by the Center for
International Programs, the
fair will allow interested
students to find ou t about
traveling to different countries
while earning college credit. A

variety of countries su ch as
Australia, Japan, Finland,
Russia, Costa Rica, England,
France, Bosnia, Germany and
Mexico will be represented at
separate tables for students
with questions . Faculty and
students
who
have
participated in past programs
will be at the fair handing out
information and talking with
students.
A variety of door prizes such
as travel guides a nd posters
will be available to those who
attend the fair . Authentic

sampl es of food from other
countries will also be offered
and a free airplane ticket will
be awarded to a student who
par ticipates in a Kentucky
Institu te for I nternat ional
Studies progr a m . Contest
winners will be notified at a
later date.
Marcie Johnson, acting
director for the Center for.
International Programs, said
the fair will b e a good
opportunity for students to ask
questions about the study
abroad programs.
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"'It's a chance for MSU
students to talk with other
students and faculty who have
been involved in programs
abroad," Johnson said.
Johnson said representatives
from international business
seminars, the KIIS program
and the Cooperative Center for
Studies in Britain will be
attending the fair.
"'This gives the students
first-hand mowledge about the
countries that interest them,"
Johnson said.
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Commission
questions
professional
programs

Scholarship office simplifies process
Relocation adds
convenience for
student applicants
By MICHELLE STINNETT
Staff Writer

The end of the semester is drawing
near and so is the deadline for many
scholarships , which means the
Murray State University Scholarships
Office is very busy.
The office was created last year to
simplify students' quests for
scholarship information. It houses all
Murray State scholarships, including
those from development /alumni and
the MSU Foundation.
This semester, the office was moved
from Sparks Hall to the second floor of
Ordway Hall to cut down on expenses
and for convenience. The office is open
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Tuesdays and
from 8 a .m . to 4 :30 p .m . other
weekdays.
The purpose of the office is to help
students and incoming freshmen find
scholarships at Murray State and off
campus as well. Carmen Garland,
director of the office, and her staff
help students locate the scholarships

~funds . Interested students must
. spend some time researching the
available materials, but the office
helps with essays or calling 1-800
numbers for more information on a
certain scholarship.
Garland said she warns students
that there are some agencies that
advertise services for find ing
scholarships for students that are
costly and may not be the best
resources.
She said it is never too late to check
about a scholarship because
sometimes students graduate early or
drop out of school, leaving a
scholarship open. Also, Garland said
students should check into mid-term
scholarships. She said that although
not every applicant ia awarded a
,___ _ _ _......__..__________......,_ _ _ _ _115ir.irMMm11TR1i . scholarship, it is important to keep
trying.
Terrill Cowk, sophomore legal studies major from Paducah, gets some
"It is important for students to
helpful advice from Carmen Garland, director of the University Scholarship s apply for scholarships every Y.ear,~
Office. Located on the second floor of Ordway Hall, the office is a valuable Uarland said. "You never know what
asset to students seeking Information about and applying for scholarships.
you will receive from one year to the
next."
they need and often hel p with in to help."

recruitment and retention.
"There are thousands of dollars in
schol arship money out there t h at
students do not know about," Garland
said. "That is where our office comes

The office has the resources to fmd
off-campus funds through the
scholarship search program, a
collection of books and files that
students can use to locate outsi de

By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor In Chief

Discussion of the fo ur
professional schools found at
Kent ucky
universities
garnered much attention as
the Governor's Commission on
Higher Education met again
Monday . The Commission
discussed setting limits on the
number of engineering, dental,
medica l and law program&
there can be in Kentucky.
The Commission ' a lso
discussed the funding fonnula
for state institutions.
James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic
and student affairs, said the
Commission wants to keep the
for mula basically the same,
but add several revisions.
"We
want
to
put
performance standards on the
form u la .- things like
graduation
rates
an d
retention," Booth said. "Other
criteria could be developed."
He said there was further
discussion on matching the
mission statements of each
University
with
the
capabilities of that institution.
"The Commission wants t o
include language to recognize
areas where each university
would have a lead role," Booth
said. "It would identify truly
strong focused areas of that
university."
Duplication of programs at
state schools was discussed
again. Booth said they need to
identify progr ams that lack
sufficient enrollment.
"We have to begin building a
list of programs that need to
be phased out," he said.
The Commission , which
must submit its proposals t o
Governor Brereton Jones by
Dec. 21, will meet again Nov.
21.

All
files
concerning
the
establishment of scholarships, their
criteria and students to whom they
are awarded are also located in the
University Scholarship Office.

Reservoir research reveals richness of region
By SHELLEY ENGUSH
Reporter

Munay State University knows reservoirs.
Since being named a Center of Excellence for
Reservoir Research in 1987. the University has
implemented several programs to study Kentucky
Lake. With two of the three research facilities of the
center, Murray State is part of the five centers of
reservoir research in the nation.
"'The study of the reservoir is a must for this region
because it represents drinking water for large part
of Kentucky," said David White, Hancock Biological
Station director and associate professor of biology.
The Mid-America Remote sensing Center, or
MARC, is located in the Lowry Center on campus.
MARC provides computer facilities to monitor the
satellite data collected from the reservoir area.

a

The Chemical Services Laboratory in the Blackburn
Science Building introduces students to reservoir
research at baccalaureate and graduate levels. With
state-of-the-art instrumentation, the laboratory
provides analytical services to reservoir research.
The Ha.ncock Biological Station, located 15 miles
from Murray State at Kentucky Lake, provides field
and laboratory work for the center. The station
examines nutrient and organic content of the
reservoir water.
Since J uly of 1988, the center has been conducting a
Long-Term Monitoring Program and has just
completed its t OOth cruise. According to the fall issue
of&servoir &view, a publication of the center, the
data from this program is the most continuous and
comprehensive of any reservoir.
Cruises are taken every 16 days to the 17

permanent sites of the program in order to document
long-term changes in water quality.
White said the primary concern of the program is in
how the lake functions.
"Natural lakes last hundreds or thousands of
years," White said. '"But reservoirs last about the life
span of a person and Kentucky Lake is about 48 years
old."
Funding from the Kentucky Division ofWater has
provided support for the program since 1991. Also,
George Kipphut, associate professor of biology and
geoscience, has received $323,000 funding from the
U.S. Department of Energy to begin a new project.
Accumulation and Transformation of Organic Carbon
in Large Reservoir Systems will work on defining
environmental aspects of Kentucky and Barkley
lakes.
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POUCEBEAT
October 'Z1
5:53 p.m.- Brian Tenclinger reported vandalism to his vehicle
while it was parked east of Hart Hall.

October 28
7:15am. -Two fire extinguishers were reportecly discharged near

the 400 and 500 blocks of College Courts.
5:40 p.m. - A report was filed of boys hanging out of windows at

GOTCHA!

Richmond Hall.

Kentucky State Trooper Chuck Robertson
demonstrates some fancy wrist moves for
students who attended Monday night's
self-defense workshop. Sponsored by the
Women's Center, the program was held on
the second floor of Regents Hall and was
designed primarily for females.

October29
3:01 a.m.- Public safety received a report Indicating broken glass
at the former Alpha Tau Omega house. Two ATO members were
found In the area.
1:23 p.m. - A glass door was broken out of a small building at the
Intersection of 17th Street and Hamilton Avenue.
7:14p.m.- A telephone was reported missing from room 160 of
Blackbum Science Building.

Pilote ., IECKY YOUNGWERTH

October30

Vehicles vandalized at stadium
vandalisms oCcu!Ted when windows were
penetrated by a projectile, some sort of
Murray State University's department pellet or BB gun, said Phillips. He said
of public safety is continuing to projectiles were used only to damage the
investigate the outbreak of automobile vehicle, not as a means of gaining access
vandalism& occurring primarily at Roy into the vehicle to steal something.
In the remaining nine vandalism&,
Stewart Stadium.
During the past month, more than 25 Phillips said vandals shattered windows
vehicles have been vandalized on or near by hitting them with hammers, bricks or
the Murray State campus. "'That is high, rocks, apparently to gain access to items
and we feel like the same person did the in plain view. Thefbi from those vehicles
vast mejority of (the vandalism)," said Sgt. included cassette tapes, radar detectors,
Tommy Phillips, criminal investigator for compact discs and jackets.
Phillips said public safety has several
public safety.
. Nineteen of the reported automobile non-student suspects and is looking into
By ALLISON MILLIKAN

Assistant News Ecttor

possible student suspects. He said it
seems victims were chosen at random.
Phillips said the first thing a Murray
State student should do when discovering
vandalism is to notify public safety. If
evidence, such as bricks, rocks, pellets or
BBs are found near' the vandalized
vehicle, they should remain there until a
University official arrives. Phillips said if
damage is minor, however, students can
drive their vehicle to public safety for
further investigation.
With holidays approaching, Phillips said
students should put any personal
possessions such as gitbl in the trunk.

9:18p.m.- A report was received of a flasher on Olive Boulevard.
10:58 p.m.- A domestic problem at Hart Hall was reported. Both
parties were found near the residence hall. The female was
transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment tor
wrist Injuries, while the male was arrested by public safety for fourth
degree assault. He will appear Nov. 8 in Calloway County District

Court.
October 31
9:40 p.m. - A domestic problem Involving a juvenile was reported
from the 500 block of College Courts.
•
Crime Stoppers of Murray Is offering a $250 reward for any
information leading to the capture and conviction of people Involved
In vehicle vandalism occurring on the MSU campus. Contact the
public safety department at 762-2222.
Information for Polic9 Bt~at was gathBred and compiled by Allison
Millikan, assistant news editor, from mstBrials svaJiab/8 to th8 public
at th8 ptbllc safety otrice and Mu"sy PoiiC8 Department.

The sisters of
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Alphasi~a

Wish lots of
luck to

Alph

JOEY BAZZELL
in the
Mr. MSU Pageant

welcome all
families to
MSU !

We're proud of you!

Buy
one
Pair
Get
one
Pair

All Tretorns
(Ca11vas) $20

.

SA

ALL PUMPS AND FLATS
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Night Buffet

Barbecued Ribs, Fish,
Chicken,Country Ham, &
Homemade Desserts

len

ALPHA OMICRON PI would like to
welcome everyone's parentsto

Murra
R E S ERV E

lale!!l

OF FICE RS '

TRAINING

CORPS

HOURS:

All Tretorns
(Leatl1er) $40

Mon. - Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 8 p .m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Olympic Plaza
759-4795

Drop in and try our
Burger of The Month:
The Double
Cheeseburger
or our

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE

McGrilled Chicken

Value Meal!

Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words
you're likely to see in many course
requirements. Then again. Army ROTC
ts unlike any other elective. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC will
challenge you mentally and physi·
cally through intense leadership
training. Tralnmg that builds char·

acter, self·confidence and decis1on·
maktng skills . Aqain , words other
courses seldom use. But they're the
cred1ts you need to succeed in life .
ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obligation and
requires about 4 hours per week.
Register th1s term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST aJIIIR
t'OIJIISE101J CAN TAKE.

107 N. 12th St.

For. more Information contact
ContactCa

Dexte r Henson At 762-4123
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Classes offer rare
look back into
region's history
By E. L. GOLD
Staff Writer

Most Murray State University students
would not be too thrilled at finding human
remains in their classrooms.
But Mark Gibson and the other Murray
State students who take ANT 302 and 303 at
the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center each
summer are not most students.
"The first field season I was there, we were
excavating near where the cemetery exhibit is
today," said Gibson, senior industrial education technology major from Murray. "About
ten centimeters below the surface, we hit the
first adult burial that's been excavated there
since the 1930s.
~'It was all intact except the face," Gibson
· said. "A plow had gotten the face at some
time or another, but the rest of it was still
there.
~t was exciting,• he saidl
Gibson said the burial was so shallow
because the site had originally been a mound,
but years of erosion had weathered away
much of the earth covering the body.
Such mound burials are typical of the
Native American culture that inhabited the
Wickliffe site from about 1100 to 1350 A.D.,
said Kathy Lyons, a junior from Murray who
is a long-time volunteer at the Wickli1fe center.
The site was once a small village of the preEuropean people anthropologists call the
Mississippians, she said.
"My estimate would be that at any given
time no more than 200 people lived in the village," Lyons said. *It could have been as
small as 50 adults."
Lyons, who first went to Wick.l.if'fe as a field
school student in 19.87 and has returned
every year since as a volunteer, served as
crew coordinator for the field school last summer.
The field school is taught by Kit Wesler,
director of the Wickli1fe Mounds Center.

Mounds site rich in
heritage, educational ·
value for MSU students

and meticulously.•
H i s
students

By E. L. GOLD

in the site primarily u a tourist attraction, to
put things on display and charge people to come
Roughly 800 through."
years
ago,
Wesler said about 20 percent of the site was
Richard the damaged by the unscientific digging. However,
Lionhearted that 20 percent is critical to the understanding
became ofthe site.
king of
•He concentrated on the mounds," Wesler
England, said. *'The mounds were badly hit."
GenKing's interest in the mounds is evident by
g his .. the exhibits he left.

Staff Wrtter

agree.

"I've
seen
some
people
work
w it h
dental
picks but
that ' s
really not
the · best
way," said
Gibson, who
used slivers
of bamboo ""'

Khan
i n -

cosmetic
brushes
to uncover the skeletal
remains he worked on in 1991.
"'We're just very, very careful not
to disturb them any more than is
neceBSary."

Archaeologists in the past removed
the human remains they excavated, but
now the remains are left in place, as undisturbed as possible.
"The whole object is to excavate it, take
away all the dirt that's on top of the burial or
anything that's around it and just have it sit
on a pedestal of earth," Gibson said.
"That way you see how the person was laying," he said. "You get more of an idea of how
they were buried."
Lyons said that in addition to excavations
at the Wickliffe site, students are also
involved in archaeological survey work in the
surrounding countryside.
-rhe students rotate through the different
crews,• she said. '"They'll do two weeks of
Taking precautions
going out and learning survey techniques.•
An archaeological survey involves searching
"We do a combined survey and excavation for artifacts in areas that are not active
course, teaching students the fundamentals archaeological sites.
of field archaeology," Wesler said. *It's a
•Jn this case the students walk plowed
training course in the field methods of fields and survey the ground, recording the
archaeology."
archaeological sites they encounter," Lyons
Those methods, as taught by Wesler, are said. "We usually have several new sites disdemanding, said Nancy Quinn, a senior histo- covered through this technique each year."
ry major from Princeton. Quinn attended the
Since Murray State does not offer an
field school last summer and plans to return anthropology or archaeology m~or, the annunext year.
al field school at Wickliffe Mounds is open to
"We were learning to do it right,~' she said. all students.
"Dr. Wesler expected perfection. He made you
-rhey just sign up for the regular summer
do it till you got it right.•
session," Wesler said. "We encourage them to
Wesler explained that attention to detail is have an introductory archaeology course first,
critical. "You can't do archaeology sloppily," and they should talk to me first so they will
he said. *Archaeology is destructive. The only understand the conditions they will work
way to justify what we do is to do it carefully under."

g _A____;,S_U
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Who will be Mr.MSU?

Where•s Wickliffe?
Map

Source: IQU NEWS RESEARCH

vaded
China
and Arab Moslems
had
penetrated
Mrica as far south
as Mozambique.
And on a narrow
bluff in what is
now far western
Kentucky, just
three miles
south
of
where the
Ohio River
empties
into the
Mississippi, there
was a small
farming village
of
peaceful
Native Americans.
This village was
not unlike many others found along the course
of the rivers.
The people raised their crops in the rich bottomland of the Mississippi flood plain. They
gathered nuts and hunted game in the vast
wilderness that is now the Jackson Purchase
area. They fished in the rivers, sloughs and
creeks nearby.
Rarely home for more than 200 inhabitants,
the village flourished for some 250 years.
Then, for reasons yet unknown, the people
abandoned their quiet, peaceful village with its
rich, fertile farmland and disappeared from the
Mississippi Valley forever.
The mounds they left behind were first
mapped by Robert Lo1:1ghridge in 1880. In the
198~, Colonel Fain White King bought the village site, known by then as Wickliffe Mounds,
and began excavations of the mounds that continued until1945.
King donated the property to Paducah's
Western Baptist Hospital in 1946. The hospital
in turn donated the site to Murray State
University in 1983.
Unfortunately, said Kit Wesler, director of the
WicklifJ'e Mounds Research Center, King was a
relic collector rather than an archaeologist.
"A lot of the things he did here were not scientifically valid," Wesler said. "He was interested

Directions
Take 641 North, turn left at
Stewart Stadium onto highway
121. Take '121 until it merges
Into Highway 60, turn right at the
stoplight, drive about 3 blocks.
Then turn left at caution light
Wickliffe-Mounds is less than 1/4
mile on the right.

Alpha Omicron Pi sorority's 13th annual Mr.
MSU pageant will be held tonight at 7:30 p.m. ln
Lovett Auditorium.
Eighteen men chosen from organizations
around campus will compete for the title of Mr.
MSU In four different divisions including talent
and formal wear, said Shanan Dunn, Mr. MSU
director.
In addition, one special contestant will receive
the best legs award, Dunn said.

Story on page 11

A question of taste
*One of the most famous parts of the site was
an exhibit of skeletal remains of American
lndian.s," Wesler said. 'That's a subject of considerable controversy with Native Americans.•
All human remains have now been .removed
from public display at the Wickliffe Mound~
site. The bonea were np1Ked with replicaa.
-what we learned from the exhibit, we can
still teach using plutic bones rather than dishonoring the people who were there. That's
offensive to me as a Native American," said
Kathy Lyons, long-time volunteer at the
Wickliffe site. Lyons's grandmother was
Choctaw, one of several Native American peoples who are thought to have descended from
the Mississippians that built Wickli1fe Mounds. f
Lyons said the reDlOfal of the bones from public display was something she had worked
toward for several years.
"'went there (to 'WICkliffe Mounds Research
Center) in 1987 as a field school student," she
said. *At that time, I talked to Dr. Wesler about
my hope that someday those bones would be
removed. He asked me to work with him on the
project.•

The remains are currently undergoing inten·
sive study, but planJ call for them to be reinterred when the analym is complete.
"They will be reburied there on the site with
full Native American ceremony,• Lyons said.
•As far as I know, it will be one of the first university sponsored reburiala in Kentucky."
Wesler said the analyaia of the remains has
yielded some findinp be expected.
-rhe demographics fit what we know of other
Native American populations," he said. "The
average age at death was about 35 to 40; the
average height, about 5' 6". We do have a few
people who lived well past the average age into
their 60s."
However, Wesler and Lyons said one finding
to come out of the last two years' research was
very unexpected. They now believe the cemetery
was created after the village was abandoned.
"The burials in the cemetery appear to be
much later , maybe even a generation later, than
the occupation of the village,• Lyons said.
"This has profound implications for the understanding of the late prehistory of this area,•
Wesler said. "There must be sites we haven't
found yet.•

WWII Remembered

Campus Lights 1994

Murray State's W rather West
Kentucky Museum is presenting a World
War II exhibit through the end of
November in commemoration of the
50th anniversary of the war.
The exhibit includes historical
documents, photos and personal
memorabilia such as uniforms and
med~ls from C311oway Cou nty
veterans.
Included In the exhibit Is a document
acknowledging Mu rray-Callaway
County
as a commemorative
community. The document is signed by
Las Aspin, Secretary of Defense.

It is time once again tor Murray State's
Campus lights 1994.
Campus lights is a campus-wide
musical presentation which is produced
and directed by Murray State students
in order to promote campus Involvement
among all students.
Auditions will be held In room 347 of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Nov. 8
and 9 at 6 p.m.
Interested students and organizations
are asked to bring a prepared piece of
music to sing.
For more Information call Randy
Adams at 762·2201 .
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From sin to salvation
'Brother Jim' turned his life
around, now brings his story
to campuses across nation
By JEFF' DREWS

dope it was with the mayor's
son behind his garage,• Gilles
said.
"I remember the first time I
got stoned I said 'Hey I don't
feel like jumping off a building
to commit suicide. I don't think
I can fly. This isn't as bad as
they told me it would be.' After
a couple of years, the friends I
was with, everything we did
we got stoned before we did it."
Then came the alcohol.

StaffWr118r

The darkness surrounded
Jim Gilles. He could hear his
friends around him and he
could hear the rock group Styx
in front of him, but he could
not see. What's wrong with
me? he thought.
He pried his eyes open with
his fingers, but he was still
blind.
Panic swept through Gilles
like the drugs he took before
the concert.
The alcohol
Then he started to feel dizzy.
He eventually collapsed to the
•on my sixteenth and eighground. When he awoke, he teenth birthday I had keg parfound himself alone. The con- ties on the front porch of my
cert was over and almost parents' house," said Gilles,
everybody had gone home.
who earned an associates
Today, Gilles, more common- degree in electrical engineering
ly known as Brother Jim, is a at Ivy Tech in Evansville.
preacher.
As a sophomore, Gilles had
An Evansville, Ind. native, his first encounter with the
he has visited over 240 cam- law. He was caught possessing
puses and traveled to five dif- alcohol and marijuana.
ferent countries in his 11 years
For two days, Gilles thought
in the ministry.
about giving up drugs and
But before he turned to God, alcohol, but he decided against
he lived of a life of sin.
it.
As an eighth grader, he
"' really had that desire to be
"rebelled" against his parents a pure rebel,• he said.
because he "wanted to see
Then he and the mayor's son
what was out there."
were caught by the dean of stuWhat he found was a life full dents smoking dope on high
school grounds.
of drugs and alcohol.
During high school, Gilles
Up until high school, Gilles
was an above average student. also worked a full time job.
But when he arrived to
"'I blew most of my money on
Memorial High School, a pri- drugs," he said.
vate Catholic school, his life
changed.
The turnaround
"In high school, I didn't bring
a book home one time," said
One night at a Van Halen
Gilles, 31. "My parents were concert, Gilles said he was
upset with me because it was saved.
costing them money. Now I
•1 went from all social life to
regret blowing my high school
no social life," Gilles said. "I
years."
would stay home in the baseHe had also begun smoking ment and read the Bible."
marijuana.
Then Gilles said God told
him to preach the Bible.
The drugs
"A month after I was saved,
God told me to preach," he
"'The first time I ever smoked said. •n was primarily to my

Saturday

ENN

Kitchen Hours 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

The National Broadcasting Society- AERho
Presents ils

Annual Television Auction

Complete your Christmas list at
the Annual NBS-AERho Auction

Jim Gilles
Travelling minister

friends. I have realized since
then that my testimony fits
perfectly in university campuses.
"I want students to think
about the Bible. After that, it's
up to God to convict the sinner
of his sins and then show him
a need for salvation where
hopefully he will tum to Jesus
Christ and get saved."
Now he travels to 50 colleges a year with his wife and
son.
His favorite place to preach
is at Purdue University. Gilles
said he enjoys speaking with
the students and listening to
their views about the Bible.
Only one thing bothers Gilles
when he preaches.
"'t's when administrators or
police officers try to keep me
off campus or tell me I can't
preach or tell me I need some
kind of student sponsorship,"
Gilles said. •rr I get past that,
everything just falls into
place."
But Gilles said he was displeased with MSU students.
"I have never been impressed
with the intelligence levels of
Murray State students," Gilles
said. "'Their failure to contemplate and discuss the topics of
the Bible shows they have a
total lack of knowledge about
the Bible. To me MWTay State
is just another party school.
But every school needs to hear
the gospel."

Just tune your 1V to MSU-lV Channelll
on Nov. 9-llfrom 7-10:30 p.m. and bid on
hundreds of items donated ~ local merchants!
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PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
Shocks

Struts

Tires
Brakes

Alignments

are backin • the Racers this \IVeedend
against Moorehead State!

Over 20 years at same l ocation.
Quality work at fair prices.

Suspension
Repair

408 N. 4th St.
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18 to seek Mr. MSU crown
By JENNIFER STEWART

(today)."
The pictures were marked with the
Assistant CW'\l)US Ufe Editor
Once again, it is time for the men of name of the organization· sponsoring the
contestant. There were jars located under
MSU to strut their stuff.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority's 13th annual each picture for students to drop money
Mr. MSU pageant will be held tonight at into, she said.
The pair of legs that received the most
7:30 in Lovett Auditorium.
The Mr. MSU pageant is the sorority's money will be the winner of a special
award the night of the pageant, she said.
yearly philanthropic event.
Sean Finnegan, senior advertising major
"All proceeds go towards the Arthritis
Research Foundation," said Shanan Dunn, from Chicago, is a contestant.
Finnegan was nominated by the Alpha
AOPi's philanthropic chairman and Mr.
Sigma Alpha sorority.
MSU director.
"I am looking forward to the pageant
The pageant will include 18 contestants
who were chosen from organizations all because I have a serious case of senioritis
and, in trying to live up my last semester
around campus, Dunn said.
Contestants will be scored on talent, of college, being in Mr. MSU is just one
formal wear, an interview and crowd more brick in the wall of college life,"
appeal, she said.
Finnegan said.
•
Each division of the contest will be
Finnegan said that aside from all the
worth 30 percent of the final score and 10 fun of the pageant he is a bit nervous
percent of the score will come from crowd about it as well.
Chris Runyon , sophomore public
appeal. The audience will be able to circle
relations m~or from Padu~ will also be
his or her choice on a ballot, Dunn said.
In . addition, this year's Mr. MSU competing in the pageant. Runyon is
pageant will have a new award presented, sponsored by the Sigma Alpha Iota music
sorority.
she said.
"My name was brought up at a meeting
"It is a legs contest," she said. 'Pictures
of each contestant's legs (were) posted in and that's how I was chosen," Runyon
the Curris Center from Wednesday to said.

.TV-11 Auction 'nears
By COURTNEY A. BEISNER

Runyon said the 111best legs" contest is
fun, but he wishes more people would vote
forhia lep.
Kevin Hulsey, junior music education
major from Evansville, Ind., said he is
looking forward to the competition.
Hulsey said he is being sponsored by Phi
MuAlpha.
"For my talent presentation, I will be
playing a jazz piece on the trombone,"
Hulsey said.
Other participants in Mr. MSU include:
Jay Graham, sponsored by Alpha Gamma
Rho; Chris Florez, Alpha Tau Omega;
Roger Huteon, Alpha Delta Pi; Jeff Pisk.os,
Panhellenic Council; Brent Mayabb, MSU
Honors Society; Dave McPhearson,
Residence Hall Association; Matt Sanders,
Theta Chi Delta; Paul Cartee, University
Center Board; Brum Kassing, Student
Government Association; Scott Bridges,
Sigma Chi; Randy Renfro, Pi Kappa
Alpha; Larry Hale, Sigma Pi; Joey Bazzel,
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Rusty Thompson,
Lambda Chi Alpha; Brantly Gilmer, Alpha
Gamma Delta.
Tickets for the event can be purchased
at the door. Student tickets are $3, adult
tickets are $5 and children 10 and under
can get in free, Dunn said.

· Copy Editor

Whether you are wanting to get a head start on your
Christmas shopping or are just too lazy to go to the mall,
::. never fear;·
, Alpha Epsilon Rho will be broadcasting its 21st annual
auction from 7 to lOp.m . Nov. 9-11 on Murray State
University's TV-11.
Rodney Freed, the station's : o~rating managert said the
proceeds will be used for schoi.a.rsbips for AERb.o members
and for the purchase of equipment for TV 11.
. Last year AERho netted approximately $2,000 from the
-~ auction, the most the prof~~sional btoadeastin( fraternity
·· had ever made with its major fundraiser. Freed.,said he
hopes that this year's proceeds will at leatll match thoee of"
the 1992 auction.
Businesses in M~ay, Mayfield, Padl.l.cah tmd western
Tennessee have donated auction items. In exchange for
their generosity, Freed said each business .receives an on..air
ad in addition to being mentioned in the credit roll that
~ppears after the auction.
. .,
~
· Items thAt will be auctioned this year include o~ month
of free HBO/Cinemax, membershi_p to BOcij Elite, clothing,
compact ~. Norman Rockwell prints ancl ~certificates
redeemable at lOcal businesses.
·
' MSU students and alumni~ host tlie.auction; Tuesday
·Lee Blair, Dan Szurgot and Larissa Betl; WedrieedayKrista Wallace, Tim Smith and Philip Lee; and Thnraday •
~'' '· Kristen Thompaon~ Kristy Haffner and Patrick Rockey.
..
,_.:
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Families may attend classes, game, concert during weekend
•Family Weekend has been set
Today marks the beginning of aside in order to honor the families of
Family Weekend. It is sponsored by MSU students," Forbes said.
the University Center Board and
Beginning today, families will have
provides families of MSU students a the opportunity to attend classes with
chance to experience life at Murray their student and experience college
Stat e, said Traci Forbes, special classroom activities first hand.
events chairman ofUCB.
As a part of Family Weekend,

Staff Report

~ SH-2!~~ 4

Saturdays activities will begin with a
brunch at the Currie Center from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. During this time,
families will be able to speak with
MSU faculty and staff in a relaxed
and informal atmosphere.
At 1:30 p.m., families may attend
the football game between the Racers

MSU Students receive 100/o off with 1.0.

academic programs and the close
attention we pay to each student's
needs," said President Ronald J .
Kurth. "During Family Weekend, we
invite families to visit our classrooms,
talk with our faculty and staff and
learn firat band the benefits that a
Murray State education provides."

FAIN INSURANCE

· Countdown to Christmas:

AGENCY

7Weeks

$1.99 Breakfast Special
2 eggs, choice of bacon or
sausage, homefries or grits
with biscuits or toast.

and Morehead State University.
Saturday's activities will conclude
with a concert at 8 p.m. at Racer
Arena featuring entertainers George
Jones and Confederate Railroad .
General admission tickets will be
available at the door for $14.50.
"We are proud of the quality of our

Auto

Lay-A-Way Now!

Buaineu

8148.4tbSt.

~~:rt

ctood. Luck
'f

Free

i

Pre gnancy T est s

Across From I & T Building
7s3-07oo

(All Services Confidential)

1506 Chestnut

,

!fi

••-Indicated

Cunls Caller, Ballroom, Upper Level

Areas largest selection of
Decorative Tins & Gift Baskets

Nov. I&

Monday

Seniors (A-K)
Seniors (lrZJ
Juniors (A#)
dunlom Clrl)
Soplanota (M()
SoplaJIDNS (lrlJ

Nov.16

Flavored Popcorns • Homemade Candies,
Jams, Jellies, & Mustards • Imported &
Domestic Cheeses & Salami • Coffees,
Teas • Sugar Free Candies & Fruit Spreads •
• Super Stocking Stuffers •

OPEN HOUSE NOV. 14

• :
•:

~",ij-/A"9~''''l1-//·~-''''l1-//t~-'''~l}91

SPECIALTY FOODS

Mon. - Fri. 1o a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

't

Sblilellla cl.rs1Uied • GRADUATE or~ may advance
echalule at..., of the
below.
UNDERGRADUATES who...._ their Mllgned llr1aes ..., schedule
dautng the ... two ...... of each day. Re.chedadlng oa:uis the
last two . . . . oleadt day.

ENGLISH FARMSTM

EASY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING • SHIPPING BY UPS

Now open Mondays untilB p.m.

~~~~1;-,.~1;)-tv-~l;).~~t;;.t

"Mac'' il lor all ils worlh!
rrtie !Jlcfve
C[u6

Murray
753-0921
1Oth and Arcadia
(Near Walmart)

i!J

WS-0892

7119-1141

in Mr. MSU!

AnnuiUea

~,_,

'Where your tdeas tum to gold. ..

Sean
Finnegan

Ufe

A ,...,....._ .. Mn1iu
IMu INJ

J. T. LEE, Jeweler
Dl.xleland Ceater

fl'~~

Uomt~ HealLh

Nov.17

Nov.l8

Freal•a~en,

8 a.m.-1 p.m
1 p.m.-6 p.m.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. .
8 a.m.-1' p.m. '
1 p.m.-6 p.m.

VIsiting,

I

8 a.m.-1 p.RL .

Nonclegtee (M()

Freabmen, VIsiting,

1 p.m.~ p.m. f
FtkJav
Nov.l9
8 a.m.-3 p.m. :
•//~-..g.,,,,a~//•'9•''''2:}-//~~.,,.,a~//~'9~ ~
Nonclegtee (~
All Classlf1catlons

The sist~r:s of~~~ w0uld like to give a
warm,welcome "to a.ll parents and family
tQ campjls this weekend!
We are so glad ,to have you here!
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TV-1·1 offers new

CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE MAD

~ '1~N6

.national programs
By E. L. GOLD
Staff Writer

Those dedicated channel
surfers who have not programmed their remote controls
to skip MSU's TV-11 may have
recently chanced upon some
new offerings on the station.
TV-11 recently started airing
music videos, comedy and documentary shows.
Rodney Freed, MSU-TV
operations manager, said the
new shows are offered through
the University Network, a
national television programming service for college television stations. This is the first
semester TV-11 has been affiliated with U Network.
*This is nationally produced
stuff," Freed said. "It goes all
over the United States so colleges can pick and choose what
they want to air."
Freed said more new shows
are available and TV-11 plans
to air some of them in coming
weeks. However, not everything available from the network will be seen in Murray.
"Some of the comedy stuff
which may fly in New York
has aome J.a.nguaie in it that is
really not appropriate for this
community,• Freed said. "And
some of the alternative music
stuff is a little over the edge.
"I usually like to screen
them before they air,• he said.
Unlike the locally produced
TV-11 shows which air at specific times each week, Freed

Y""'·f!

~}of s:~~~!!
£NeVE NDW 8EfoflE .

said the U Network shows are
on no set schedule.
~-·· ~ ~··.
~e kind of try to vary the
different programs from the
"' .:::=network around," he said.
"We've been trying to give
everybody a chance to see
everything at different time
slots.
"'n the other stuff, probably
in the time slots that we put
them, most people are proba- JOSHUA WILKES' WHEELER
bly not watching," Freed said.
TV-11 must pay for the network affiliation, and Freed
said none of the station's programming is free. "'n order to
~
~
get different shows, we have to
8/0D£~ fJII!f/@(fiJI? 7JE
come up with the money," he
ENVIRON/1/E#'liU.LY·
CON.SC/tJVS ,_~~~-~~
said. "But it's not like we're
t+IAD€
FKottt
.1.00
~
AtL- #ATliMI-,
just buying programs. We're
RECYCL£D
CARDBOAKD.
Jl/ST
an affiliate member (of U
~/111/-L.P LJJVE HER, 1}1EN 'TJ«bW IB
Network) and as an affiliate,
we get programs.•
Freed said the roster of network shows changes each
semester. What is available
now may not be available next
spring.
"The ones 1 have now are
just for this semester," he said.
"In the spring semester, we'll
be getting a whole new slate of
things.•
Stilt Report
ishable food items," Ballard said. *And we
Collection points are in the Comfort
Some of the programs that
NETO, the ~ever, Ever Too Old• club \118 the money to buy turkeys."
Zone and the lobby in Ordway Hall, the
might be aired include for nontraditional Murray State
Ballard said the club takes the collected Center for Continuing Education on the
Semesters, a college-themed University students is once again collect- food to the Kentucky Department for third floor of Sparks Hall and on the secsoap opera, Cyberia, a compila- ing food and cash to make a needy family's Human Resources, which selects a needy ond floor of the Curris Center.
tion of computer-animated Thanksgiving more festive.
family and distributes the food.
Ballard said the club is currently welshorts and techno-pop music
Laura Ballard, NETO vice president,
"This year our family has seven chil- coming donations from all students, faculand the Best of College
said the collection is an annual event dren, ages two through 13, and two ty and staff.
Comedy as well as several cut- sponsored by the club.
"' · "But we have asked NETO plans to collect food and cash for
adults," Ballard 8ald.
ting-edge musical programs.
~e collect canned goods and non-per- not to be told who they are."
the family until Nov. 23.

jl....
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NETO collects food for needy area families

The

BEAU1YBOX
...
ls pleased to announce that

Gale has joined their teaxn of
hair care professtona.IJS. Gale
invites you to visit her at '!be
Beauty Box for all your hair

care needs.

Closed MOJKlay/l'utMa)'-Frtday 8a.m.-6 p.m.
~E"
-Wcilk-Jns WelcomeGale Anderson
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Dixieland Center • 753-7132
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A~A

on another successful

We had a

Teeter for Tots

Blast!

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia

Spend
Parent's
Weekend
South
Of The
BOrder

FALL CELEBRATION

Candlelight Stroll
Friday, Nov. 5th
5-9 p.m.
Door Prizes•Music•Food
Trade Day-Flea Market
Saturday, Nov. 6th
Various Venders
Pictures with Mr. Turkey
Murray Court Square 753-7222

Study Abroad Fair
Study in another country
• short-term
• SlliDffier

• semester
•• academic year

Receive MSU credit
Tuesday,

Nov. 9
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Curris Center, 2nd Floor

Free International Food
Door Prizes
Information and More!
Meet the faculty and students who have been there.

.Experience the

753-8758
I

®

GL. .BAL VILLAGE
Murray State University
,
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Rueter realizes dream
Ex-Thoroughbred selected
Rookie Pitcher of the Year
For many young men, and
in these politically correct
times, young women too, making it all the way to the major
leagues is merely a dream.
But for a former Murray State
student the dream is a reality.
Kirk Rueter, a pitcher on
the Thoroughbred baseball
team from 1989 to 1991,
signed a professional contract
with the Montreal Expos organization after his junior year
at MSU and was sent to
Double A Harrisburg, Pa.
He quickly earned a promotion to their Triple A affiliate
Ottawa, Canada. After a brief
stay there, Rueter was unexpectedly called up to the
Expos to fill a spot in the
team's pitching rotation.
"I was really suprised to be
called up to the big leagues so
soon. I was just hoping to land
in Triple A this season,"
Rueter said.
Rueter made his major
league debut the day after
earning every baseball player's ultimate promotion. His
first game was against the
San Francisco Giants.
Not only did Rueter win his
frrst game, but he also went
on to compile an 8-0 record
with a 2.73 ERA for the season. This was good enough to
earn him The Sporting .News
National League Rook:ie
Pitcher of the Year Award as
voted by the players.
Rueter did not hear of the
honor until his former high
school baseball coach, a subscri.ber to the publication, told
him.
"I was pretty happy and surrised
when I found out about
P
·t ," Rueter said. "It's a bt"g
l
honor when the players have
that much respect for you."
Rueter said that pitching
his first major league game
has been the biggest thrill of
his brief career.
"I would have to say that
pitching in my first game with
the Expos has been the highlight of my career so far,"

quickly

The Rueter Meter
Kurk Rueter, former
Thoroughbred, had an
outstanding 1993 season.
Here are Rueter's stats for
1993:

'Harrisburg,
ClassM
;-;·

PA.

Class AAA Ottawa, Canada

so

IP

BB

5-:0 ··~ . 1.36

59.2

7 :·

4-2

43.1

3

W·L

ERA

2.70

···:
,.:.;

36
;-:·

27

Montreal Expos
L:--~-----"'"'":""~~--:-~~~-----:-~-~--::-:-~~----J
SOIInc MSUSPORTS INFORMAnDN Off1CE

JEFF
DREWS
Staff writer

some answers

By SCOTT NANNEY
Assistant Sports EdHor

COMMENTARY

&rlphle by IIOLM I . PATTOit

Rueter said.
ceive you different at the
Even though it was not major league level," Rueter
noticeable in the way he said.
pitched, Rueter said he was
Rueter was not fond of the
nervous the first time he traveling in the minors, but
stepped on a major league enjoyed his relationship with
field as player.
the fans.
"I was pretty nervous out
"The traveling in the minors
there on the mound in my was not very good, but one
first start, but once I started thing I liked was the closeness
pitching, it was just another that is felt between the playgame," Rueter said.
ere and fans," Rueter said.
A closeness with the fans is
Although the game stays
the same at both levels, something Rueter said is not
Rueter said that mistakes are possible at the major meague
more costly in the major level.
leagues.
"There are, of course, bigger
"The only difference is that crowds at the big league level
you can get away with making and it is difficult to have a
mistakes in the minors, but good relationahip with them
you pay for it if you make one because of that," Rueter said.
up there," he said.
Some major league players
are reluctant to sign autoA new league was not the
h f
h r
b
gr ap s or t e ans, u t
only adjustment Rueter had to R
h
bl
ueter as no pro em with
make. He was also living in a
· ·
h ~
angnmg an autograp ~.or anydifferent country.
one who wants one.
"It was difficult at first
-paskin fi
hs
ans
g or autograp
because you have to adjust to d
't b th
• R t
oesn
er me,
ue er
a different lifestyle,• Rueter said. •r will give anyone,
said. *The money and people
ld
to
h if
young or 0 • my au grap
are very different from the they want it."
United States."
·
Maybe even more surprising
Although Rueter enjoyed than Rueter's succe88 was the
the minor leagues while he team's success in the final
was there, he would obviously month of the season before
prefer to stay in the big giving way to the eventual
leagues.
National League champion
"The minor leagues were not Philadelphia Phillies.
all that bad, but they cater to
"I wasn't here at the beginyou more and the fans per- ning of the season, but I'm

°

•

Pltoll 'Y .IUD COOK

Kirk Rueter, the1991 OVC Player of the Year, has p lenty of
experience signing his name following an outstanding rookie
season with the Montreal Expos.

sure that no one thought in
spring training that the team
would make as good of a run
as it did down the stretch," he
said.
Rueter said that he contributes some of the team's
success to manager Felipe
Alou.
"He's a really good manager," Rueter said. •He's a lot
like Coach Reagan because
he's very laid back and doesn't
expect anything more than
good effort and good hustle
from his players."
Rueter said that while all
his teammates are nice , he
has grown close to two veteran pitchers.
"All the guys up here are
great. Even the guys on the
other teams are real nice to
you, but my c:losest friends are
Dennis Martinez and John
Wetteland," Rueter said.
Not only did Rueter build a
friendship with Wetteland,
but he also got advice about

One word can be used to
sum up the women's volleyball
season thus far.
Inc:onsistent.
Unless, of course, you consider their year-long inconsistency as being consistent.
Sometimes the Racers show
up and other times they simply do not.
When the Racers do decide to
show up, opponents need t?
worry.
Tab Morehead State, for
example. They entered Racer
ArenA leading the Ohio Valley
Conference. But what the
Eagles did not count on was a
fired up MSU team.
They soon found out as the
Racers pummeled the Eagles
and their exaggerated sense of
bravado.
It was a game the Eagles
would rather forget. For the
Racers, it was all about pride.
Only a year ago, the Racers
were at the top of the OVC
standings. Now, they are just
another face in the crowd.
Against Austin Peay, a team
they should have beaten, the
Racers, like Michael Jackson
in Asia, were a no show.
They lacked the concentration they had conjured up for
the Morehead match.
In the second set, which the ,
Racers won, the Governors
were ambushed by the seemingly out of sync Racers.
Sarah Dearwotth, Bonnie
Bapinski and Gina Buscher,
proved to be the team's 911
unit.
The three musketeers made
big play after big play.

his agents.
"John helped me out in finding good agents in Tom Rich
and Adam Katz," Rueter said.
One of the more memorable
moments for Rueter was when
he saw his first baseball card.
.. It was real exciting to see
myself on a card because I am
a big collector and .have
always wanted to be on one,"
he said.
Rueter credits his father
and his brother for building
his interest in baseball.
'·
•My dad and my brother
influenced me to play," Rueter
~nwasaD~orth
said. "My dad used to play
.....
~ a Bagninaki ace or a
softball and I remember
Buscher block, each play was
watching him play."
While he would like to play - vital to the team's success.
••
in the postseason, Rueter said
But as the night lingered on,
that his goal for now is to
the Racers slowly slipped
stay in the major leagues.
away.
•Jt would be nice to be on a
Hopefully, Austin Peay
winning team, but my only
reminded them just how
goal right now is to stay up
important consistency is.
....
here as long as I can,• Rueter
't.
Perhaps
the
only
constant
is
said.
their effort, which is reminiscent of a little pink bunny
.,tl
beating a drum.
.,l
UnfOrtunately, effort alone
-,)
is not enough.
Noone can question their
~
fies an official charge of discriminawork
ethic
or
pride.
There
is
-.)
_,.
tion," Strickland said.
nothing wrong with getting
•
Once the OCR completes ite question- beaten by a better team. But I · '•
ing, it will inform MSU of the Title IX belieYe these Racers have the
••·
findings no later than the first part of potential and desire to repeat
, ~:
January.
as OVC tournament champi"'',
"The group told us that if there are ons. But the team must first
problems they will not call us, and straighten u p its act.
....
boom, tell us we have a month to make
While coach Brenda Bowlin
......,
changes," Strickland said.
seekJ
a
cure
for
her
team's
ailStrickland also said Title IX is only a
small piece in the puzzle that gender ment, perhaps the team will
...
equity comprises. "Title IX is not refer- cure itself. Winning has a way
ring to gender equity. It is equal oppor- of w<rking wonders.
No matter what, the OVC
tunity. They (OCR) are not necessarily
tournament
is looming danger- ...
looking at dollars to dollars," Strickland
ously
close
and
the Racers had ~·
said. "They are trying to determine if
.,.,.
better
have
an
answer.
there is equal opportunity provided."

...

OCR makes house call on Murray
By MATT PEREBOOM
Spotta Editor

Four officials from the Office for Civil
Rights were on campus from Tuesday,
Oct. 26 until Friday, Oct. 29. The OCR
is determining if an official Title IX
investigation of the athletic department is necessary.
Title IX is part of the Education
Amendments created in 1972 that prohibit sex discrimination in educational
institutions receiving federal funding.
The OCR is the branch of the U.S .
Department of Education responsible
for enforcing Title IX provisions.
While here, the OCR members met
with President Ronald J. Kurth, James
Booth, provost and vice president for

academic and student affairs, James
Overby, the University's attorney as ''They interviewed four athletes
well as athletic department officials
from each sport.They also
and administrators from MSU's Office
toured all of our facilities."
of Equal Opportunity.
Mike Strickland, director of athletics,
Mike Strickland
said the investigators were very thorDirector
of athletics
ough. "They interviewed four student
athletes from each sport. They al so
The OCR's campus visit is the result
toured all of our facilities," Strickland
of
an anonymous complaint filed
said.
against
MSU on Aug. 9. The University
Strickland said the officials notified
was
informed
of sexual discrimination
the University, while they were here,
allegations
Aug.
24.
that they need more information to
complete their findings. "They indicated
Strickland explained the purpose of
that they will need more budget infor- the visit. "They (OCR) were not here to
mation. Things concerning travel and file a charge. They were only here to
recruiting,'' Strickland said.
determine if the complaint ftled justi-

~
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Racer of the Week

' J--RA_C_ER_RE_PO_R_T_____,

"W"inning Tradition

OVC Cross Country

Kirk Rueter is not the only former Thoroughbred
enjoying success at the professional level.

Both the men's and women 's cross
country teams competed in the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships last weekend at
Morehead State University.
Led by Rebecca Burnett's sixth -place
finish, the women's team finished in third
place, just behind Southeast Missouri and
, first-place Eastern Kentucky, which won the
OVC championship for the 12th straight year.
See Scott Nanney's story for details.

~

'C:J
Kent Wallace

New York Yankees

Willie Wilder

Seattle Mariners

Shane Witzel

Cincinnati Reds

SOurce: MSU NEWS RESEARCH

~
~lllc •YDENIIE

NULl

Story on page 15

Jun ior Benjie Belden of the rifle
team has been chosen Racer of the
Week.
Belden. from Turner, Ore ., led the
Racers in a losing effort against
Xavier University last weekend.
Belden finished second individually in
smallbore and seventh in air rifle.
He scored a 381 out of a possible
400 in air rifle, while earning 1157
points in the smallbore competition
that offered a possible 1200 points.
As a team, the Racers were
outscored 4621 to 4599 in smallbore
and 1540 to 1530 in air rifle.

Benjle Belden

n..
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Equestrians ride away with honors
Team to host Classic
at Expo Center
Staff Report

Murray State University's
equestrian team competed in
its second intercollegiate horse
show of the season Oct. 29 to
Oct. 81 at the West Kentucky
Expo Center.
The hunt seat team won the
reserve team high point award
Oct. 30 and the team high
point award Oct. 31.
The stock seat team won the
team high point award Oct. 29
and t he r eserve high poi nt
award Oct. 30.
The individual placing&
were as follows:
Open stock seat: Nick
Cheesm an-second, fourth;
Dena Ayers- third, second.
Advanced stock II: Ronna
Gill-second; Staci Foy-first;
Karol Wolff-first.
Advan ced stock I : Krista
Newell-fourth, fourth; Misty
Rehkop-sixth, first; Karol
Wolff-first.
Intermediate stock II: Marti

Swartz-sixth, fifth; Krista
Decker-fifth, second; Mari
Little-sixth, first.
Intermediate stock I:
Jennifer Oliver-sixth, third;
Marshes Boaz-fifth, fourth;
Jessica Karkho:ff-sixth.
Beginning stock: Rennie
Church-third, second; Christa
Willerton-second, third; Erik
Dudley-third; Kate Thompsonfirst, fifth; Suzy Wilson-third;
Adina Szewzyk-sixth; J ennifer
Thorpe-sixth, fourth.
Open
fences :
Nick
Chees~-second, second.
Intermediate fences: Mari
Little-first, first; Marti Swartzfifth, third; Heather Haseysixth, fourth; Kate Urnesssecond.
Novice fences: Karol Wolfffifth, first; Kate Urnesssecond; Shaley Baird- fourth;
Stephanie Clendenin- fifth,
sixth; Kathy Henderson-sixth,
sixth; Lisa Krystosek-second.
Open hunt seat equitation:
Nick Cheesman- fifth, fourth.

Intermediate hunt: Dena
Ayers-second; Heather Haseyfifth; Kathy Henderson-sixth;
Marl Little- first, third; Marti
Swartz- fifth, fourth ; Kate
Urness- second.
Novice hunt: Shaley Bairdfirst; Mishel Bly- fourth; Lisa
Krystosek-first, second; Sarah
Whitten-first, ftfth; Stephanie
Clendenin- third; Krista
Newell-third, first; Karol
Wolff-first, first; Krista
Decker-fourth.
Advanced walk-trot-canter:
Misty Rehkop-sixth; Ronna
Gill-fourth, fourth; Jennifer
Stewart-first; Jessica Karkoffthird.
Beginning walk-trot-canter:
Jennifer Stewart-second.
Walk-trot: Marshea Boazsecond, third; Kate Thompsonsecond; Rennie Church-second,
third; Kathy Tibbotts-third.
The show's reserve high
point stock seat rider was Nick
Cheesman and high point hunt
seat riders were Mari Little
and Karol Wolff.
The equestrian team's next
show will be the Mid-south
Classic, Dec. 4 at the West
Kentucky Expo Center.

Plllto fumlallld lly RONNA GIU

Kate Urness, senior physical education major from Port Washington, Wis., jumped her way to a
second place finish In the Intermediate fences division.
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Bel Air Shopping Center

Would lik e
to welcome parents!
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Murray Florist

Restaurant & Catering

~

-----------------------------------

St ore HoU.l'&:

Monday-Friday 8 a .rn.-5 p.m .
Saturday 8 a. m .-Noon

Lunch: Tuesday - Frtday 11 a .m .-2 p.m .
Friday 6-9 p.m. /Saturday 5 -9 p .m .

7 53-0932

753-8116

The "Price" means savings.
The "Plus" means even more.
Customer Comment Line

1· 800· 545· 0451 t-----L-.:.--'--'-.....___.~....:.....&...:....1,.....;......._==="---t
MURRAY, KY

UP
TO

MANUFAOUIItiiS
"CENTS OW
• SE£ STOltE rot DETAII.i •
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G-r-r-eat For the Smoker!
Frozen 4 to 71b. Average

TURKEY
BREAST

U .S. FilftC)' EASTERN Red

MUd Medium

APPLES YELLOW ONIO

Caffeine Free or Regular and Diet

COCA COLA

e

2 liter
btl.

lb.

12 PACK 12 OL a ns ....................$2.99

LIMIT 2

..~. $)99 . ~. $)99
FLORIDA Seedle5s

FLOR IDA Red

NAVEL ORANGES GRAPEFRUIT

99,!;299

8

lb. baa

RONCO Dinner

MACARONI & CHEES E

T 5 .~sl

98

Reeulilr. Electrtc Perk
or A.D. Brick Pack

99e

KROGER COFFEE

BRYAN \~I
BRYAN
~ ':::·
DOGS
SAUSAGE CORN
(I lb. pkg.J
Hot or Mild

Pampered Pork

All Meat

KEC-D

HEINZ KETCHUP

dl.;.;.~~.. ·l
~;..

naz.
b tl

e

l loodo ,.pple ...,..

Chocol.ttr Chip ot Supr t1l couau

PUMPKIN
P IES

"HOT ONES"
COOKIES

,~; s299
v .., h

· ~~~ '
Pkt

$)99
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X-country meets OVC foes
By SCOTT NANNEY
Aaslllbwlt Sports Ecltor

Racer cross country
teams ended their
seasons last weekend at
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship
meet at Morehead State
University.
The women's squad
ended its season by
capturing third place.
The team was led by
All-Conference selection
Rebecca Burnett.
Burnett placed first
among the Lady Racers
and sixth in the overall
competition with a time
of19:19.
LeSenna
Powell
placed second on the
Lady Racers and 12th
in the meet with a time
o£20:15.
Melody Helgerson was
next among the Racers
with a time of 20:23 and
14th overall.
Charmaine Thomas
placed 19th in the meet

with a time of 20:40
followed by Phyllis
Jackson, who finished,
24th with a time of
21:00.
Lara French, with a
27th place finish and a
time of 21:18, and Kim
Saveley, who finished
41st overall with a
23:00 time, rounded out
the Racer runners.
Track and field head
coach Wayne Pate said
that he was pleased
with the Lady Racer
effort
in
the
championship and the
season as a whole.
•This group of girls
have run hard all year
long and have had a
very successful season,"
Pate said.
The team's goal for
the meet was to fmish
second, but Pate said
that
would
have
required
a
great
performance
from
everyone.

"We really wanted to
beat SEMO for second
place , but they were
really tough· and ran
really well," Pate said.
"Our other goal was to
better our fifth place
finish last year and we
accomplished that."
Assistant
coach
Rachelle
Roberts
thinks the weather
conditions had a major
impact on the meet.
"We ran really well,
but SEMO did an
outstanding
job,"
Roberts said. •r thought
that the rainy weather
played a big part in the
meet because some of
our runners are not
used to running in bad
conditions."
In
the
men's
championship, a very
young Racer squad ran
well and captu red a
sixth-place finish.
Stevon Roberts, the
Racers' number one

~

•~-'
'"'

runner, finished in 24th
place with a time of
27:20 followed by Mike
Rogers who earned 29th
place with a time of
27:42.
Todd Duff finished
third among Racer
runners and 35th
overall.
Duff was followed by
Nathan Sheets in 43rd
place and Lyndon
Hepburn in 46th place.
Larry Garner's 47th
place completed the
. Racers scoring.
Pate is pleased with
the progress his team
made.
"We have come a long
way from the first meet
of the season and ran
very well in the meet,"
Pate said.
"The team is real
young and this was an
important year for our
freshmen," Pate said. "'
think that we will be

·u r l
rre

Riflers shoot their
way to victory

better next year because
ofthis experience."
Roberts expects the
Racers to improve this
year's sixth place finish
and hopes to place in
the top four next
season.
"The guys have a
really young team and
have worked real hard,"
Roberts said. *I think
with their experience
and a good recruiting
class coming in, they
could fmish in the top
four next season."
Mike Rogers thought
that the Racers are
looking forward to next
year.
"We did a good job
this year and it was a
good experience for all
of us, but I think we will
be much better next
season because of the
experience we gained,"
Rogers said.

come amz•1•zes t o
I".
1

By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

The Murray State rifle team
has been busy.
Last weekend, they hosted
fifth-ranked Xavier. Although
Xavier walked away with the
winner, coach Elvis Green
believes his team performed
well.
"It was the best score they
shot all season," Green said.
Xavier edged the Racers in
smallbore (4621-to-4599) and
air rifle (i540-to-1530) to win
the match 6161-6129.
"Our 4599 is the best we've
shot smallbore this year,"
Green said. "'But we still had a
couple that weren't in stride."
Junior Benjie Belden led the
way scoring 1157 of a possible
1200 in smallbore. He scored a
381 of 400 in air rifle. His
smallbore score tied Belden's
best score since his arrival at
MSU.
"Benjie is running on a pace
that he could be an All-

American: Green said. "We
have two or three in line for
that, but they have to have
good performances."
Diana Muth is one of the AllAmerican hopefuls.
Muth finished only five
points behind Belden in total
scoring.
On Wednesday night , the
Racers hoeted Austin Peay. As
the newest OVC rifle team·, the
Governors were outgunned by
the Racers in the air rifle
competition.
wrhe reason we're competing
with them this week is to help
them get their eight matches
in this year,• Green said. "And
they are an OVC team so we
want to help them out as far as
matches are concerned."
Amanda Stone led the Racer
Blue team with an individU$.1
total of 569 in air rifle. Kate
Kelemen led the Racer Gold
team with a 585.

~-----------------~-------------,
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1
753-8926

"Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest"

CasaDel Sol

OPEN 24 HOURS

Angelia Todd
General Manager

753-1133

Hardee's of Murray

--------~

641 &: Chestnut•753-3246

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE BEST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
TO GATTIS!

• 13 circuit trainers
• Free weights
• 5 bicycles
• 2 treadmills

• 2 staircliDnbers
<W~ off~'t 't~dua~d 'tat~j. {o't j.tudenh:
• Fall semester- $20 per month
• One time membership fee - $20
(All equipment and aerobics are included in monthly fee)

§ue~t

cf?atei:

• YMCA members with an away sticker- No Charge
• YMCA members without an away sticker- $4 per day
• Non-YMCAmembers-$5 perday

I·---------------------~--------------------·I
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I
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VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

2 Medium Pizzas
(One Topping Each)

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

$

Only

99
plus

tax

Dine-In, Pick-Up Only!
Saunas • Showers • Lockers

759.-YMCA

e-=

753-6656

Chestnut St.

209 N. 12th St.
University Square

.,.~

I

·-------------------------------~

The Best Pizza In Town...

ee -

tfmt.PJi-/

HOURS:
11 a.m.-10 p .m.
Mon..Sun.
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SCOREBOARD
0
7
The Racer football team dropped an OVC game last week
against Tennessee Tech, 31-16. Quarterback Butch Mosby and
tailback Waynee McGowan saw limited playing time because of
injuries suffered in the game. Mosby's replacement, freshman
Cory Rodney played well in completing 11 of 21 passes for 119
yards and one touchdown. Freshman Tim Scarborough filled in
for McGowan and rushed for a career-high 70 yards on 13
carries.

-Brown 17 paselrom Jones (Gipson kick), 8:15

Dill 21, 5:14
v•A,I.G.UlJ.IlA.I.U. 23 int return (Dill kiclr.),4:10
..uuaan 75 run (kick failed}, 3:27
Quarter
16 run (Gipson kick), 10:58
v-... ,a .a.u 12 p888lrom Rodney (kick failed), 7:15
-Bentley 25 pass from Jones (Gipson kick),O:OO
llC'ftnPI,h Quarter
-Safety for Eagles, 7:16

On Saturday, the Racers will host in-state rival Morehead
State. The Eagles lost to Tennessee State, 15-0, last week. They
have equaled MSU's overall record of 3-5, but are 2-3 in the
OVC. The Racers are 3-3 in league play.

Ptlltt ~J SHJRL!Y IIARTIN

Two The Hard Way

Volleyball team dumps Middle
The Racer volleyball team split a pair of matches during
weekend play , losing at Tennessee Tech last Friday, but beating
Middle Tennessee State in Murfreesboro on Saturday.
The Racers lost in four games to TrU despite an outstanding
performance by Sarah Dearworth. Dearworth recorded 25 kills
and 18 digs to go along with four service aces and four blocka.
Gina Buscher added 20 digs and 10 kills in the loss.

Senior Marcus Jones tries to score the old fashioned
way against fellow senior Michael James, by earning It The
Racer basketball team kicked off official practices during
Midnight Madness last Friday night.

Eaatern Kentucky 30, Tennessee-Martin 0
Tennessee State 15, Morehead State 0

OVC games for Nov. 6

Tucker is a native of Mayfield and graduated from Murray in
December of 1985. He began working full time for the University
in 1990.

Tennessee Tech at Tennessee State

Thanks for lunch and drinks
John. John.....we will define\!ely do It agalnl

The sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to wish Matt Sander
Iota of luck for The Mr. MSU
Pageant. We love you Matti
Love,eX/1.

The sisters of l:I:t had a blast

at our mixer with the brothers
ofATO.

The sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to thank the KA's for
letting us share their Hallow·
een party with them. We had a
greattinlB. Love, e~

Tiff-you go rodeo queenI Love
ya. Mlkl
coay Mccoy-you're my I<ICIU

Hey ATO, Arl1,Af'PI The alaters of I:I:t aralootdng forwa!d
toourOoubleMixernextweekl
Paula Jeen-your'e doing one
awesome job on all the adsl
You're great! Lori.
Lambda Chi Alpha wishes our
elx brotherl and the rest of the
contestants Good Luck In t~
night's Mr. MSU·Pageantl
Jennifer· you11 make a great
Miss AmEH1cal
Please submit au classlflede
by next Tuesday afternoon, If
needed to be printed for next
Friday's paper-Ad Mgr.

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Eastern Kentucky at Southeast .Missouri
Tennessee-Martin at Samford

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MCRUISE&TRAVEl JOBS.
EARN$2,600/MO. +TRAVEL
THEWORLDFREEI(CARIB·
BEAN,
EUROPE,
HAWAII,ASIAI). CRUISE
LINES NOW HIRING FOR
BUSY HOLIDAY, SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS.
GUARANTEED EMPLOY·
MEt>lTI CALl (919} 929·4398
ext 32.

• EXTRA INCOME '93• Earn
$200·$500 weekly mailing
1993 Travel brochures. For
more Information send a self
addressed atafT1)ed envelope
to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2370,
Hialeah, FL 33017·2370.

GREEKS & CLUBS! RAISE
UP TO $1 ,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEKI For your fraternity,
soror1ty&dub. Ptua$1 ,000for
yourselfiAndaFREET·SHIRT
just for calling. 1-80().932·
0528, ext 75.
CLUBS!
STUDENT
GROUPSI Raise up to $500·
$1600 In leta than a week.
PluawlnatrlptoMTVSPRING
BREAK '94andgeta FREET·
SHIRT Just for caiUng. 1-800950-1039, ext 85.
Part-time. Male or Female.
Apply In person at Breaktlme
Bllllarda·Dixleland Shopping
Qeoter.

TheMurray State News
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

u.n~~rwa""' 7-28, Turner S-7, Bland 1-4, Mason 1-1, Mosby 2-(Jfi),Jt(O(lney 8-(-8}. Tech, Queen 6-133, Penix 20-72, Carano 4-33,
m.a(l8Wtw

1-8, Mcintyre S-3, Jonee 6-(-16).

Paaaing-Murray, Rodney 11-21-0119, Mosby 1·3-0 9.
Jones 10-22-2 122.
Receiving-Murray, Mason 3-45, Shephard 3-44, Hall2Scarborough 2-9, BJand 1-9, Cox 1-0. Tech, Bentley 2-40,
, 3-33, Bowen 2-24, Souder 1-15, Penix 1-12, Queen 1-(-2}.

l~llLeplllal:U 5, Lepsis

5, Diehl4, Johnson •, Christmas 3, Ford 3,
3, Gann 2, Scott 2, Hutch 2, Ramos 2, Hampton 2, eight
IOldllfU'R tied with 0D8

CLASSIFIEDSp;..__
_
_
_
___,
---------------ALL GREEK

With MSU 10:

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

Austin Peay at Middle Tennessee
Morehead State at Murray State

Thanks to A TO for yet another
wonderful Halloween Mlxerl
We all had a great timeI Love,
the sisters of AMI.

•

Tulsa 38, Middle Tennessee 17

Tim Tucker, Murray State's sports information direCtor, is
leaving MSU to take a position with the Paducah Sun.

Heh-heh·heh she said assembly. That was c:ooll B&B.

15
40-234
122
19
10-22
2
7-230
2-1
2-17

Southeast Missouri 17, Austin Peay 7

Msu·s SID leaving

No& hair, Buttercup. P.S. IloYe
You.

4-169
2-2
4-41

TrU

Ruahinr·Murray, Scarborough 13-70, Cox 10-46,

Week Nine OVC Results

Dearworth slammed 18 kills as the Racers defeated M.TSU in
four games. The victory improves the Racers to 8-19 overall and
5-8 in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Hey Slgmul On a positive
note.....We are so proud of our
Beta Psi's and we can't walt to
Introduce them at All Greek
Assembly.

Sacked-Yards
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties

First Downs

Racer fans can expect to see Mosby and McGowan play this
week. Both are listed as probable starters.

UCSC Guys-Great football
season! Thanx evef)'one for
your support. It's time for the
Young Christian Guns cocked
and loededl G.

Return Yards
Comp-:Att

MSU
14
45-143
128
23
12-26

Rushes-Yards
P_8881Dg
. Yards

Morehead has scored a league-low 49 points in its five OVC
games and has endured a pair of shutouts.

PERSONALS

16
31

I2SeoCOIIL4 Quarter

Senior fullback Dave Cox carried 10 times for 46 yards and ran
his string of carries without a loss to 163, which spans his last 20
games. Kicker Chris Dill connected on a 21 yard field goal and is
now 8-8 on field goals inside of 35 yards. The kick also moved
Dill into a fifth-place tie on MSU's all-time field goal list with 15
for his career . Sophomore defensive end Anthony Hutch is now
the Racers' all-time sack leader with 11.5 for his career, despite
the loss.

PERSONALS

10 6 0
6 14 4

1~

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Stu·
dents needed! Earn $2,000..
monthly. Summer/holidays/
fluntlnla. WOfld travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mex·
leo. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Wor1<ers,etc. No expel1ence
necessary. CALL (602) 8804847, Ext. C147.

FOR SALE

NOTICE

CAMPUSUGHTSAU~

NOV. 8-9 6p.m. Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building Room 3-47.
Bring prepared piece of music.
For more Information call 762·
2201 or 527·7813.

Typing seMc:es. Fast. reliable.
435-4308.

ASS~M<B.LY

ROOMMATES
MSU student wants Aoommat8.
2BR House on lake 12 miles (15
m/w) from campus. Rent
$1 37.50, utilities very cheap.
Call before 7:30a.m, after9:30
p.m. Wednesday, Thursday
anytime after 3:30 p.m.

Get your Murray state Dry
ehlrtal$11 1nroom216cWllson
Hall.
Rocker recliner and nlatchlng
couch, blue, excellent concl·
tlon $350. Mayfield 376-2242.

Welcome All
Parents to
Murray
State

University!

RATES

per word

Wllt\oiJt MSU 10: 20e per word
OVer Twenty Woras
With MSU 10: 1~ per word
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

'IM~·~nesday, Novf~,g~

iii!

7 p.m.
~~l;
"t1ti\l.ett Auditoriu;m:,:}''
'{~~: ~-~; ,~~r::~t ~~

~tt-::l''~i;: <}''

.

· ·;::?;:·-:f~:t~·;:

l'

}s~:;i=\;~~;·

INDEX
PliRSONAI.S
AC>OMt.lAT£S
BUSINESS
SERVICES
~ARENT

FOAIIALE
HElP WAI'(I"EO
l08T & FOUNO
RIDES

MISC••
NOTICE

For All The Rough Roads
To The Top.••

Welcome Parents

Santas Attic
Stop In and see everything now
available for the holiday season.

Lay-A-Ways Welcome

Cain's
Hwy. 641 North
753-6448

Store Houn: Monday-Thursday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.: Sa turday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-8212
I
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PROTEST

last three years our tuition was
raised...
Van H or n invited any
increasing tuition biennially to
.a nnually . another point Van student who wished to address
those at the sit-in to take the
Hom made Wednesday.
He said that under the old microphone. Kevin Carter,
policy. students could work senior criminal justice major
during the summer to save for from Owensboro , took the
opportunity to .express his
upcoming semesters.
concern not only for rising
"The way· they're doing it tuition costs, but also for the
now, there•s no way for us to $130 Murray State activity fee
plan," h e said.
and $10 Curris Center fee.
Van H orn also said he
Carter claimed higher
believes the quality of education administrators take
education should increase if advantage of the very students
costs are raised.
who pay their salaries.
•we're the reason this
"If it is raised ... we should
get more in services and University is here.• Carter
quality of the education we are said. •It's our University. It
getting," he said. •y don't think isn't their University.
we've seen any of that in the
•college is here to educate us
Continued from Page 1

DECISIONS

... not to be a money-making
'"I try to go to school full-time
institution. Jt•s time the and that means I have to live
students get together and voice off financial aid," she said. "I
their opinions. Only we, as a can see myself on welfare if the
unit standing together, can do tuition increases.
·"They've got to stop. They're
something ~ut this."
Student opinions on tuition making it impossible for the
increases and the effectiveness average, typical person to go to
of the sit-in varied Wednesday. school!'
However, Scott Bridges,
For Betteenia Taylor,
freshman broadcast journalism senior pre-medicine major from
major from McKenzie, Tenn., a Paducah. said a sit-in is not
tuition increase may have a the most effective way to deal
with increases.
profound effect.
"I don't think the sit-in is
"If it continues to increase, I
any
message at all because it's
will be forced t o stay in
just
another rally and the
Tennessee and go to school
Council
will do what they
there," she said.
want." he said. 1t's vocal, but
Kim Hill, freshman political
not effective."
science major from Murray,
Marty
Cook,
senior
also
foresees
financial elementary and secondary
difficulty.
education
major
from
Madisonville,
suggested
alternative ways of offsetting
costs.
"I think a better source of
increased University revenue
Comparison of tuition and fees for full-time in-state
could come from closer
undergraduates for the last 4 years at Murray State:
accounting and wise use of
incoming funds," he said. •I
$800
will be forced to spend needed
$705
monies on the cost of tuition
$645
$585
and college sup plies that
would otherwise be used to
provide for my family."
Virginia Beth Hutton, junior
psychology major from
Cynthiana, said she is not
clear how her money is spent.
"If the extra charge has a
1989-90
1992-93
1990-91
1991-92
purpose, I would like to know
why." she said. "Can they at
...,_ MIU fACTIOOt(
G111Jhlc by NOLAN I . PATTOII
least tell us the ways in which
"I don't think I would drop borrow the money from a bank the students would benefit?
out (of school) since I only have or loan a gency which would
one more semester," Gibson cause added difficulties in how Additional ootrlbullng writers wet"e E.L.
Gold, Shelley Engllh, Angela Drennan
said, "but I would have to I would repay ...
and Tlm Noloox.

Page 17

For all the latest campus news, read
The Murray State News.
,
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Paf!liai's

Rising Tuition

Continued from Page 1

elementary education major
from Farmington, said an
increase in tuition would be a
difficult adjustment for her as
well.
Married , and supporting a
five-year-old daughter, Gibson
t ook a leave of absence from
her job to complete her degree
at Murray State.
"To accommodate an increase
i n tuition ," she said. •my
family would have to take a cut
in everyday essentials."
While she currently receives
some fmancial aid and grant
m oney, s he said there are
numerous finances associated
with college which must come
from h er own pocket.

Good luck to our
Mr. MSU contestant

''Welcome Parents''

EARLY BIRD Specials
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Eat cheap
No c oupon n eed ed
970 Chestnut
753-2975

Good Luck to the
Racer Football
Team against .
Morehead State!

!B'l-antfefi
,_~.._·" )
§ilme'l-

~

Love, the sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta

Lov.e, tfie sisters in
flllpfia Omicron Pi

Luck

I

Fro111 the

thers of

Pi 1(appa .9llplia

759-1972

Storey•s Sport Stop
Buy - Sell - T rade

rne !Murray State t{lniversity
!J{ousi ng Office & staff
wo u { d {i (e to

wefcotne arcparents
t nis

::;::::;;::::;;:;:;::~

Available

on Campus

753-0819
,.

w e et en

a~;::;:;;~

We now carry a full line of comics.

Go Racers Beat Morehead!
Just ArrivedTOPPS Finest Baseball
Classic Basketball Draft Picks
Fleer Basketball
HOOPS Basketball
Fleer Flair Baseball
Upper Deck Basketball

q

Monday - Friday J 0 a.rn.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 12 a.m.-5 p.m.
502 Maple St.
759-1214

.....Murray State News
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NO ANNVAL Ffl_,
·A ~l,ooo <M.~IT LIN[,

AN~ NATIONWI~[ A«ErTAN<E.
HOW"5 THAT FO~ AN [Y£-Orf.NU.T .

If YOU ~Oti,T ~T IT.,
6-lT IT!M
~

MEMBER~ NETWORK

(OJ~~} ~00~ T~U~T <OMrAWY

J

ME.MfU.

f~l(

